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Abstract 
With the growing trend towards a world where people, vehicles, and other mobile objects are getting more 
and more interconnected, location information is increasingly becoming a recognized need for providing 
rapid and timely information to the mobile workforce. More and more products are present in the market 
that allows location identifications. Positioning technologies differ in their capacity to identify. Some 
technologies work well outdoors while others are tailor-made for the in-building environment. 
Significantly, technologies that are present within the market do not support wide range coverage with 
high accuracy simultaneously. Current location identification systems do not work where people spend 
most of their time: coverage in current systems is either constrained to outdoor environments or limited 
to a particular building or campus with installed sensing infrastructure. Unfortunately with the current 
state of innovation, there is no single system that is able to fill this gap. In this research, an exploratory 
study approach sustained by qualitative data gathering methods has been adopted to address the gap. 
The key deliverable is the Hierarchical Positioning System (HPS), conceptual in nature which integrates a 
variety of positioning technologies to provide precision in location identification. Location identification 
which requires location information can be for a variety of purposes and the precision depends on the 
needs. Integration is therefore necessary at just about any level of the positioning technology value chain, 
as combinations of technologies increased their power manifold. To attain the aim of developing the HPS, 
studies will be focused on the needs of location information, previous and current work by various 
authors and researchers and lastly on integrated environment proposed by various authors. Most 
significantly, the combination of technologies, deployed as a single environment, is capable to address 
and surmount other technology’s limitations, and allow flexibility of positioning identifications aligned 
with the different circumstances and service requirements. Through integration, it is envisaged that the 
proposed Hierarchical Positioning will achieve the aim of this research; a logical architecture to 
seamlessly provide location information to even local level of details. 
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 With the growing trend towards a world where people, vehicles, and other mobile 
objects are getting more and more interconnected, location information is increasingly 
becoming a recognized need for providing rapid and timely information to the mobile 
workforce. More and more products are present in the market that allows location 
identifications. Positioning technologies differ in their capacity to identify. Some 
technologies work well outdoors while others are tailor-made for the in-building 
environment. Significantly, technologies that are present within the market do not support 
wide range coverage with high accuracy simultaneously. Current location identification 
systems do not work where people spend most of their time: coverage in current systems 
is either constrained to outdoor environments or limited to a particular building or 
campus with installed sensing infrastructure. Unfortunately with the current state of 
innovation, there is no single system that is able to fill this gap. 
 
 In this research, an exploratory study approach sustained by qualitative data 
gathering methods has been adopted to address the gap. The key deliverable is the 
Hierarchical Positioning System (HPS), conceptual in nature which integrates a variety of 
positioning technologies to provide precision in location identification. Location 
identification which requires location information can be for a variety of purposes and the 
precision depends on the needs. Integration is therefore necessary at just about any level 
of the positioning technology value chain, as combinations of technologies increased 
their power manifold. To attain the aim of developing the HPS, studies will be focused on 
the needs of location information, previous and current work by various authors and 
researchers and lastly on integrated environment proposed by various authors. Most 
significantly, the combination of technologies, deployed as a single environment, is 
capable to address and surmount other technology’s limitations, and allow flexibility of 
positioning identifications aligned with the different circumstances and service 
requirements. Through integration, it is envisaged that the proposed Hierarchical 
Positioning will achieve the aim of this research; a logical architecture to seamlessly 
provide location information to even local level of details. 
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 Knowing position location information is of enormous value to many areas of 
military and commercial applications. Technologies, particularly those that incorporate 
positioning identification, have an important role to play. “The ability of commanders to 
see through the fog of war has always made the difference between victory and defeat”.1 
Technology by itself does not win a battle, but an innovative combination of technology 
with applications and tactics that gives an overwhelming advantage to a well-organised 
and well trained force. Like a future battlefield, positioning technology is becoming 
necessary for inventory control as just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing puts an increasing 
strain on existing inventory control techniques. Position location technology is 
increasingly becoming a recognized need for providing rapid and timely information to 
the mobile workforce.   
 
 “Precise location identification” in the context of this research project, means 
being able to identify the exact location of an object or an individual. Positioning 
technologies differ in their capacity to identify. Some technologies work well outdoors 
while others are tailor-made for the in-building environment. “Technologies that are 
present within the market either support long range location with low accuracy or higher 
location accuracy with range being compromised”.2 Although each of the positioning 
technologies that are present in the market was initially designed to work alone, 
integrating each of these technologies will increase their power manifold3, especially in 
the context of precise location identification. Convergence is therefore necessary just 
                                                 
1
 Fleming, R., Kushner, C. (1995) ‘Low-Power, Miniature, Distributed Position Location and 
Communication Devices Using Ultra-Wideband, Nonsinusoidal Communication Technology’,  Semi-
Annual Technical Report, ARPA Contract J-FBI-94-058. 
2
 LaMarca et al, (2003) ‘Place Lab: device Positioning Using Radio Beacons In the Wild,’ Place Lab. 
(Online) [http://www.placelab.org/publications/pubs/pervasive-placelab-2005-final.pdf, Last Accessed: 14 
March 2005]. 
3
Michael, K & Master, A. (A) (2004). Realized Applications of Positioning Technologies in Defence 





about any level of the positioning technology value chain, as combinations of 
technologies are being brought together and applied to offer new capabilities4. This 
research will therefore focus firstly on the exploration of the needs for precise location 
information, follow by an investigation to identify if there is an insufficiency of 
technologies required to cater to needs. These will result identifying different types of 
positioning technology, which subsequent investigations will be conducted to address 
their ability to provide location information. The investigations will identify the potential, 
strengths and limitations of each of their technologies, aiming to explore the possibilities 
of integrating different positioning technologies into a single technology to obtain 
precision in location identification.  
 
The aim of this research project is to develop a logical architecture of an 
integrated technology system which will enhance the precision of location identification. 
This is done by exploring the use of complementary and supplementary technology 
innovations5 which eventually addresses the deficiencies of individual positioning 
technologies previously discussed by Varshney6. Details which follow in this proposal 
describe the relevance of the thesis topic, the aims and objectives of the research to be 
conducted and the methods chosen.  
 
1.2 Relevant Background 
 
The need for positioning technologies has increased. Considering the role that the 
Global Positioning System (GPS) has already played in spurring on future development, 
it was initially built to serve a military requirement for navigation. Since the opening 
availability of GPS to civilians, the commercial sector did not take long to embrace this 
                                                 
4
 Michael, K. (2004). ‘Location-based services: a vehicle for IT&T convergence. Advances in e-
Engineering and digital enterprise technology I’. Proceeding of the Fourth International Conference on E-
engineering & Digital Enterprise Technology, Yorkshire, UK, 467-477. 
5
 Michael, K & Master, A. (B) (2004). The Advancement of Positioning Technologies in Defence 
Intelligence. In press, IDG. 
6
 Varshney, U. (2003), Location Management for Mobile Commerce Applications in Wireless Internet 






military technology. Moreover, prior to the September 11
th
 incident, generally there was 
not much concern about the development and usage of location identification 
technologies. However, after that incident, the amount of research work has significantly 
increased. The attack has allowed the world to witness occasions where location 
identification can be used to aid governments, potential victims, or civilians at large 
against prospective threats or conflicts or even crisis management7. The commercialized 
use of GPS and the 9/11 attack has spurred the interest in location identification needs 
and desire for such services which result in the number of location identification 
applications is growing drastically. 
 
In the current state of development, many different positioning technologies are 
being devised to provide such location identification services which Varshney and Vetter 
identified as Location-based Services (LBS)8. The paper by Rao and Minakakis9 
summarises the platform, technologies and standards of mobile LBS. The paper did well 
in differentiating between the various techniques that can be used to determine an 
accurate location of an object or individual. These techniques include: global positioning 
systems (GPS), assisted global positioning system (aGPS), cell identifier (cell ID) and the 
broadband satellite network. Another paper by Zeimpekis et al.10 went into more explicit 
detail about each of these and identifies a whole range of outdoor and indoor positioning 
techniques. There were categorized into “self positioning” and “remote positioning” 
which generally can be classified into either handheld-based or network based. Of all the 
papers however, Varshney stands out from the rest of the literature as he addressed the 
important connection between the type of service offering and the level of accuracy 
required. He also includes the wireless Local Area Network (LAN) (Wi-fi) network in the 
location management architecture, instituting radio frequency identification (RFID) as a 
significant technology embedded in the LBS framework. It can be seen clearly that many 
                                                 
7
 Michael, K & Master, A, (A) op. cit. 
8
 Varshney, U. and R. Vetter (2002) ‘Framework, Applications, and Networking Support for Mcommerce’, 
ACM/Kluwer Journal on Mobile Network and Applications (MONET) (7)3, June, pp.185-198. 
9
 B. Rao & L. Minakakis, (2003) ‘EVOLUTION of Mobile Location-Based Services’, Communications of 
the ACM, 46(12), December, pp. 61-65. 
10
 Zeimpekis, V. et al., (2003) ‘A Taxonomy of Indoor and Outdoor Positioning Techniques for Mobile 






of the technologies are pulling together to provide a better means of location 
identification. 
It is nevertheless important to note that any positioning technology application is 
still not able to provide wide coverage and high accuracy simultaneously. One such 
example is the GPS receivers. While having high availability as measured by the percent 
of the earth’s surface covered, it can only continuously track items if they remain in the 
network coverage area11. Separately, noticing the benefits of affording high coverage and 
availability of mobile services, the huge cost of infrastructure and services thus creates a 
high barrier to entry12. Similarly, for positioning technology like RFID tags to uniquely 
identify individuals and objects, hardware infrastructure needs to be installed into the 
environment to be monitored. Having the infrastructure constructed will incur a large 
amount of money13. More importantly, RFID focus on optimizing location accuracy 
rather than wide area coverage. Although positioning technology like RFID is sufficient 
for home or office usage for location identifications, the limitation of coverage that it can 
provide rules out many commercial applications targeted at people daily’s life14. 
  The gap in the literature is apparent. Technologies that are present within the 
market do not support wide range coverage with high accuracy simultaneously. “Current 
location identification systems do not work where people spend most of their time: 
coverage in current systems is either constrained to outdoor environments or limited to a 
particular building or campus with installed sensing infrastructure.”15 Unfortunately with 
the current state of innovation, there is no location identification system that is able to fill 
this gap. Although Vashney had previously discussed on integrating several 
heterogeneous wireless networks to form an integrated technology, no actually research 
has been done to further discover the potential of the current technologies in the context 
of precise location identification. There is hence a need to look into possibilities on 
                                                 
11
 Morgan, B (2004), ‘From Here To There: Mobile Positioning Technologies’ (Online) 
[http://www.mobilepipeline.com/18201816, Last Accessed: 8 March 2005] 
12
 Richard, W. (2004) ‘RFID Technology for Libraries’, American Library Association.  (Online) 
[http://www.ala.org/ala/pla/plapubs/technotes/rfidtechnology.htm,  Last Accessed: 4 March 2005] 
13









integrating different positioning technologies to overcome the limitations of all the 
current ones. 
 




The aim of this research project is to develop a logical architecture which has yet 
to be defined in detail, but has been proposed by Michael & Masters16. It is known as 
Hierarchical Positioning Technology system which explores the use of complementary 
and supplementary positioning technology innovations to address deficiencies of 
individual positioning technologies17 and the current lack of a single technology to cater 
to the diverse location identification needs. Within the research project, the background 
of the main positioning technologies will be studied. The result will be the identifications 
of different positioning technologies that are currently being used for location based 
services and examples of how these positioning technologies are being applied today. 
Subsequently, research will be carried out to ascertain the capabilities and limitations of 
each of the selected technologies, issues and restrictions on these technologies when 
being employed. Further investigations will then be conducted to identify the possibilities 
of integrating different technologies that are present in the market for location 
identification purposes. These dimensions will be investigated and will eventually result 




The objectives of this research project have been designed to clearly address the 
aims, scope and purpose. The objectives are: 
1. To define the term “precise location identification”. 
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2. To identify the areas and groups that required precise location, and explore the 
future needs for positioning technology.  
3. To demonstrate the insufficiency of a single system that is available for precise 
location information to be catered to the current and future needs. 
4. To identify positioning technologies which are potentially feasible to be 
integrated into the logical architecture to be developed. 
5. Conduct a detailed study on each of the technologies identified, to investigate the 
capabilities and limitations of these technologies. 
6. Analyzing the data collected on objectives 1-5, establishing the possibilities of 
integrating those technologies selected to potentially form an integrated 
technology that can used for accurate location identification of an objects or 
individuals. 
7. Develop the logical architecture of the Hierarchical Positioning System (HPS). 
 
1.4 Research Methodology 
 
 
The design of this research project is sequential and exploratory in nature. 
Research will be conducted via in-depth study of the needs of accurate location 
identifications and define the term “precise location”. Studies will also be conducted to 
identify if insufficiency of positioning technologies to cater to the current needs exist.  
The research will also involve the study on the past and current events, which results a 
discerning pattern of knowledge on the increasing precision needs. The key attributes that 
will be investigated includes background history, past researches, current researches and 
status, the usability of current technologies and the accuracy of location information 
needed. The above studies should subsequently build an understanding of each 
technology identified. The results above will enable the discovery on the motives and 
drivers for integrating these technologies to provide an integrated environment for a more 
accurate reading in terms of location precision. The thesis will follow the research flow 







Figure 1.1: Research flow model 
 
Due to the nature of this thesis, an exploratory study approach sustained by 
qualitative data gathering methods will be most appropriate to be adopted, to address the 
gap, research statement and objectives. This approach is chosen after exploring the data 
needs for the thesis. According to Leedy,18 methodology used will be dictated by the 
                                                 
18
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nature of the data and the research problem. Different question will yield different kinds 
of information which leads to different research designs and methods. This approach, 
which will be further described in Chapter three, enables the thesis to develop the logical 
architecture of the Hierarchical Positioning System, to cater different precision needs in 
location information. This research strategy (refer to figure 1.1), qualitative in nature with 
documentary methods includes: 
 
1) Historical Study – needs for precise location information; 
2) Content Analysis – insufficiency of technologies to cater to current needs; 
3) Secondary (meta) Analysis - establish the possibilities of integrating technologies 
identified; 
 
As illustrated in figure 1.1, historical study will be used mainly to address past 
and current events which results in a discerning pattern of knowledge on the needs for 
precise location information. Content analysis on the other hand, focus on retrieving 
secondary information on positioning devices and applications, organizations, 
researchers, authors and current innovation and other ‘supporting evidence’ which assist 
in identifying the gap and to address most of the objectives. This method will also be 
used in identifying the positioning technologies that will be employed to be integrated 
and the technical interoperability of these technologies. 
 
 With the selected technologies, a detail investigation will be done on each, to 
identify their capabilities and the limitations. The mode of data collection will consist 
predominantly of electronically sourced information from the internet, journals and 
online database.  
 
With the data gathered from the investigation, meta-analysis, which refers to 
analysis of analyses19, will be used in conjunction with content analysis to establish the 
possibilities of integrating the selected technologies to potentially form the integrated 
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environment that can used to provide accurate location identification of objects or 
individuals. The final section of this research project will hence conclude the findings of 





From the opening up of GPS to civilian usage and to the sudden increase of 
location identification technologies, a substantial amount of research has been going on 
into providing improved location-based services.  With so much work being done, it is 
however important to note that none of the current positioning technology applications is 
able to provide the ideal coverage and high accuracy simultaneously. As identified by 
LaMarca et al,  
“Technologies that presents within the market either 
supports long range location with low accuracy or higher 
location accuracy with range being compromised.”20 
 
Some positioning technologies focused on optimizing location accuracy rather 
than wide area coverage.  Although it is sufficient for home or office usage for location 
identifications, the limitation of coverage that it can provide rules out many commercial 
applications targeted at people daily’s life21. Current location identification systems do 
not work where people spend most of their time. The coverage in current systems is 
either constrained to outdoor environments or limited to a particular building or campus 
with installed sensing infrastructure. There is no positioning technology that is able to 
cater to both outdoor and indoor environment. 
 
As mentioned, with the current state of innovation, there is no location 
identification system that is able to provide precision in location identification which 
caters to both outdoor and indoor environment. Even integrating several heterogeneous 
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wireless networks to form an integrated technology that has been discussed by Vashney22, 
no actually research have been done to further discover the potential of the current 
technologies in the context of precise location identification. There is hence a need to the 
analysis the existing technologies, research on the current development and each of the 
positioning technology’s background, which aim to discover the possibilities on 
integrating different positioning technologies to overcome the limitations of the current 
ones. It is therefore a need for this research project to look into possibilities on integrating 
different positioning technologies to overcome the limitations, so as to provide a new 




With the size and the scope of this research project, it is inevitable to have 
limitations, seen or unforeseen, which may impact upon the project. The following 
limitations were considered by the author to be of significant importance to be mentioned 
in regards to this research project.  
 
 This thesis does not attempt to move beyond the development stage of the logical 
architecture. Attempting to execute such an architect is not feasible as such an 
implementation falls outside the scope of an honours thesis. It is foreseen that 
extending the architecture as a ‘live’ model or to actually build and implement it 
may be considered as a future research stream. 
 
 Although there are many organizations and companies that are focusing on the 
research or providing location identification services, the fact is that all their 
operations embrace complex issue of sovereignty and market values. It is 
therefore difficult to gain access to government (IT&T) infrastructure and agency, 
military, governmental and IT&T vendor or partner collaboration. 
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 The author has no technical experience for any location identification technology. 
This limitation means being reliant upon the generous information provided by 
the researchers from the government agency, military and vendors in the related 
field. However due to the fact that the author is currently with a military 
background, it is therefore exceptionally difficult for the author to gather any 
exclusive information or accessing staff with the appropriate knowledge sought 
by the researcher, especially technically details on how each of the technology 
works. 
 
 Due to the time constraints, any in-depth investigation into issues associated with 












 The aim of this chapter is to comprehensively document a review of positioning 
identification related literature with emphasis placed upon integrating positioning 
technologies to perform precise location identifications. This process is achieved by 
reviewing and analysing prior published secondary sources of research conducted into the 
areas of specific interest of this research project.23 The area of this review encompass 
those technologies that provide location information and services which form the basis of 
location identification as shown in figure 2.1 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Basis of Location Identification 
* Precision of location identification will depends on needs and requirement of services required. 
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The proposed outcome of this chapter will be a general understanding of the 
potential, limitations and strengths of some of the current positioning technologies. A 
better perception will also be met on the overview of the devices, applications and 
technologies that offer location identification. The knowledge on past researches and 
current state of development in location identification innovations will collectively 
provide concise problem statement and evidence, supporting the justification for this 
research topic. Concluding remarks will summaries points raised and highlight significant 
findings uncovered which will need to be addressed through suitable research methods, 
discussed in Chapter Three, Methodology. 
 
2.1.1 Structure of the Literature Review  
 
 There are various issues in this research project which need to be addressed and 
the research literature pertaining to them critically analysed and discussed in context. 
These issues include the needs for position identification, technology evolution of 
positioning technologies and the integration. The literature review will be discussed 
topically by segmenting three distinct areas, logically and in sequence to identify a gap 
for the continuity of this research project. These three distinct sections are: 
 
1. The need for precise location identifications; 
2. Evolution of Positioning Technologies;  
3. Integration of Positioning Technologies;  
 
 The section on the need for positioning technologies will covers the history and 
the progression on the need for positioning identification. It will review details on how 
Global Positioning System (GPS) which was originally meant as a navigational tool for 
the military has spawned many commercial applications and the strong growth of needs 
for location-awareness applications.24 This will thus set a strong grounding and flow on 
the next section- evolution of positioning technologies. This section will review on past 
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research, the progression and technologies that are currently being utilized. In this the 
exploration of different type of positioning technologies will be discussed, with the aim 
to identify their capabilities and limitations in the ability to provide location identification 
which was addressed as one of the aim in chapter one, section 1.3. By adopting the aim, a 
further discussion will address the insufficiency of technologies to cater to the current 
needs for location information. Focus will be made on providing arguments by different 
articles to identify the insufficiency and supporting the idea of integration. Subsequently, 
a study will be conducted on 2 proposed integrated environments by various authors to 
understand how integration can be done. Positioning technologies selected for integration 
will then be deduced from information gathered from the studies made above. With the 
understanding of past research and the contents analysed of current innovations, the 
exploration of these will result in identifying the gap which will ultimately justify the 
research project. 
 
2.2 Background  
 
2.2.1   Overview 
 
The key deliverable of this body of research is the Hierarchical Positioning 
System, conceptual in nature which integrates a variety of positioning technologies to 
provide precision in location identification. Location identification which requires 
location information can be for variety of purposes and the precision depends on the 
needs. As highlighted by Leonhardt et al25, “each positioning technology currently 
available has certain level of accuracy and area of service; outdoor verse indoor, as there 
is no single technology that support services of such coverage.”26 To provide precision in 
location identification, this research project will therefore conduct studies on the needs of 
location information, previous and current work by various authors and researchers. 
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These will hence allow this research project to achieve the aim to develop the logical 
architecture by integrating different position technologies to provide precision in location 
identification.  
 
2.2.2   Integration Requirements 
 
Currently, there are many different positioning technologies that are being offered 
to provide location information. Without a concise guideline, it is extremely difficult in 
terms of selection for the ideal technologies to be integrated. Therefore, to conduct this 
research project in a more efficient manner, 3 requirements are predetermined to be 











Figure 2.2   Integration Requirements 
 
As stated in chapter 1, section 1.2, technologies that are present within the market 
either support long range location with low accuracy or higher accuracy with range being 
compromised.27 To address this point, the proposed Hierarchical Positioning System 
should be able to provide both wide range coverage and high accuracy depending on the 
requirement of precision. As majority of individuals are spending most of their day 
indoors, the term ‘wide range coverage’ should also include the coverage of urban and 
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even indoor environment. As many of the current technologies have high cost of entry, 
resulting in high barrier of entry for users and developers, focus will also be on selecting 
technologies that are well-established in terms of infrastructure and if possible, low cost 
of entry. Although low cost of entry is considerably important, it is secondary to 
precision in location identification. One of the main focuses is on integrating different 
positioning technologies without the need of customizing vast infrastructure, or limiting 
precision of location information to a controlled environment. To summarise, refer to 
figure 2.2, the ideal Hierarchical Positioning System will be having the combined 
requirements as denoted by ‘I’ if possible.  
 
2.3 The needs for precise location identifications 
 
2.3.1   Precise Location Identification 
In order to place the multitude of research variables identified previously, the 
meaning of precise location identification needs to be discussed first as it is fundamental 
to this thesis topic and therefore should be clearly defined. The term, location 
identification is defined as: 
“GPS technology or any other technology, devices and/or 
sensors that allow an application to determine in real-time 
or near-real time the position and/ or velocity of a person, 
vehicle, device or other object.”28 
 
Therefore in the context of this research project, the term “Precise Location 
Identification”, means being able to identify the exact location of a person, vehicles, 
devices or other objects. 
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2.3.2 History  
 
 The development of positioning technologies over the past few decades, has 
contributed to a dramatic increase in the number and the diversity of users requiring the 
needs for location identification. For centuries, the only way to navigate was to look at 
the position of the sun and stars and use “dead reckoning”. Dead reckoning is known as 
the skills of estimating and determining position through a known start point and the 
known or estimated drift. This was one of the most effective ways of determining a 
position.29 The question of location identification used to be one of the hardest questions 
to answer before the launch of the 24 Navstar satellites, which completed a network 
known as the Global Positioning System (GPS).30
 
The US Department of Defense (DoD) 
had provided the tool which makes accurate positioning possible anywhere on Earth, 24 
hours a day and under any weather conditions.  
 
2.3.3   Realising the needs in Location Information 
 
 After the successful launching of GPS, this system, many attained the ability to 
locate their position uniquely. The commercial sector did not take long to embrace this 
military technology. Many products and services use the ability of what the GPS can 
provide to offer services to the public. It was soon utilized by a broad group of users, 
typically those in the surveying and mapping disciplines.31 As noted by the 
Intergovernmental Committee on Survey and Mapping, because of the growing 
knowledge of satellite positioning, the user base has expanded beyond this traditional 
usage.32 Increasingly, uses appeared for land, water, environment, natural resource 
management, transport, fleet management, and navigational industries, as well as the 
recreation sector with their varying accuracy and immediacy requirements. Therefore it 
can be seen that the driving force behind these positioning technologies is the ability to 
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determine positions for navigation and geo-referencing objects or features for information 
system management.  
 
2.3.4   Location Information for Tracking 
 
By glancing at the driving force, the usage of GPS was thought to be mainly on 
providing civilian safety and navigation in this commercial arena. Many did not know 
that positioning technologies could revolutionize criminal justice. As mentioned by 
Michael and Masters33, in 2002, 27 of 50 American states were using some form of 
satellite surveillance to monitor parolees and similar schemes were already being used in 
Sweden since 1994. Hoshen, Sennott and Winkler provide a more detailed description on 
how tracking on criminals could be possible by means of satellite positioning 
technology.34  In such cases, Reid explained that parolees were asked to wear wireless 
wrist or ankle bracelets and carry small boxes containing the vital tracking systems.35 The 
transmitters that attached with a GPS receiver, transmits the location of the parolee at 
short interval of time to a designated surveillance center. The location will then be 
compared to a list of prohibited spaces such as schools, day care centers, adult 
entertainment venues, or even spaces such as the residences of the parolee’s victims with 
combining the capability of Geographical Information System (GIS). Highlighted by 
Monmonier, he believes by knowing the criminal’s location, worried parents can also 
avoid places where a stalker’s location is known to prevent these electronic leashed 
predators from attacking their offspring.36 From that, it can be seen that location 
identifications are not only used for civilian safety and navigation, but also being utilized 
as a wireless fence with no boundary. 
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2.3.5   Location Information for Protection 
 
Taking a further step, Monmonier noted that satellite tracking can also be used to 
protect others who are defenseless and are unlikely to resist intrusive monitoring.36
 
 He 
believes worried parents, pet owners and eldercare demands a larger market as compared 
to criminal justice systems. This brings the fact that peace of mind can be as valuable as 
protection. Commercial sectors did see the potential in that area to come out with such 
applications to satisfy the needs of the market as well as their revenue. One such example 
will be the Onstar automobile navigation systems, which automatically allows the car 
owners to summon help when their vehicle is not working as it should be.37  
            
 
Figure 2.3: How Positioning Technologies are installed in the Vehicle 
Source: OnStar Automobile 
 
Company like GMAC insurance have also seen such business opportunities and 
are awarding car owners with insurance rebate if cars are equipped with OnStar 
automobile navigation systems.38 Another company that sees such business opportunity is 
Applied Digital Solutions, who produced Digital Angel which claims to recover lost 
children, wondering pets and itinerant Alzheimer’s patients.39 The system whereby a 
person or a pet is fitted with a wristwatch or pager integrated with GPS receiver to 
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provide location identification with its first generation Digital Angel. Besides that, 
Applied Digital Solutions has also highlighted their future product, combining the ability 
of GPS and implantable transmitting Radio Frequencies Identification (RFID) device 
within the human body to provide location information of individuals. With such 
examples, it can be realized that positioning technologies have made their way through 
diversifying its usage and more people have realised its importance. 
 
2.3.6   Location Information for Crisis Management 
 
Soon after September 11
th
 in 2001, the traditional view of what positioning 
technologies can provide became significant. The news archives of September 11.com 
claim that the attack on the World Trade killed many and put tens of thousands out of 
work.40 Michael and Masters highlighted that the attack 
has allowed the world to witness an occasion where 
location identification could be used to aid governments, 
potential victims, or civilians at large against prospective 
threats, conflicts and even assist in crisis management.41 
 
During the recovery and response to the attack, with the  
situation that was beyond control, firefighter’s lives were  
lost due to the inadequate on scene information given. Rescue operation was conducted in 
a state of panic and rush, rather than a well planned condition.                                                               
                          
 The condition was chaotic and no one at the scene knew who exactly was trapped 
in the debris.40
 
With so many worried hearts, nothing came across their mind except 
knowing exactly where their love ones could be. Sawyer highlights that the role which 
mobile devices and wireless can play, is to better enable the firefighters to perform their 
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Figure 2.4: Fireman on Scene 





duty and even prevent their lose of life.42 It might sound a little late for many who lost 
their loved one in this attack, but it has inevitably given us a clear indication on how 
positioning technologies can be used in another aspect.  
 
2.3.7   Rise in Location Awareness 
 
 As mentioned by Ni et al, “[t]he proliferation of wireless technologies, mobile 
computing devices and the internet has fostered a growing interest in location-aware 
systems and services.” 43 Due to the increased mobility of technology, many such 
applications require the physical location of the users. In 1996, the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) was 
alarmed by the drastic rise in 911 calls from 
mobile users who were unable to provide 
the location of a fire or accident which 
delayed the help being offered.44 According 
to Cellular Telephone Industry Association 
(CITA), there were more than 115 million of 
wireless subscribers in the United States and 
the numbers are conferring to each day. In 
addition, the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) indicates an estimated  
amount of 150 million calls were made to  
911 in 2000 and 45 million of the call were made using mobile phones, which was a huge 
increased from 4.3 million mobile calls made in 1990.45 To cope with the increased 
mobility of humans, the FCC has composed a rule on wireless providers to have their 
phone chipped with a GPS receiver in order to provide location accuracy which is 
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commonly known as Enhanced 911.46  This shows the importance of knowing having 
location information to provide effective response to any emergency call made through 
mobile phones.    
 
2.3.8   The needs for Location information 
                                                               
  With the growing trend towards a world where people, vehicles, and other mobile 
objects are getting more and more interconnected, location information is increasingly 
becoming a recognized need for providing rapid and timely information to the mobile 
workforce. More and more products are present in the market that allows location 
identification. Want et al. highlighted that allowing users to discover and communicate 
their positions in the physical world has long been identified as a key component in 
emerging mobile computing applications.47 The need for precise position and navigation 
aids in all areas of industry is becoming increasingly apparent. As civilization continues 
to develop and in this information era, the presence of positioning technologies becomes 
increasingly clear. Though the force of these developments has not been noticed by all, 
there is little doubt that by the near future, reliance upon location knowledge will be 
further increased.48  
 
2.4 Positioning Technologies Evolution 
 
The literature has so far led towards an understanding on the increasing needs for 
positioning identification in terms of precision. This sentence is undisputed. Background 
literature, variously authored and documents, using qualitative and experimental methods 
were already showing that location information has received increased attention during 
the past few years. A common aim for many of these authors and researchers was to 
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provide with different positioning techniques to improve on the overall accuracy of 
location identification. To better conduct this research project, an understanding of past 
works and researches conducted are essential. Therefore in the next part of this section, 
focuses will be on related work conducted by some of the well cited authors and 
researchers in relation to the area of this research project. 
 
 2.4.1   Indoor Precision 
 
Over the years, many products and services have been using the capabilities of 
GPS to obtain their location and to track objects located outdoors. However due to the 
inherent problem of accurately determining location in urban and indoor environment, 
where GPS does not work well, 
(49, 50, 51) researchers have focused on addressing indoor 
location accuracy by investigating various methods of producing accurate location 
information. Collectively, the table below will provide an insight of the some of the well 
cited work conducted to improve accuracy on indoor location information. 
 
Table 2.1: Indoor Positioning Technologies 
Project Active Bat Location System
52
 
Method/ Medium Experimental/ Ultrasonic 
 
Content 
Consists of a collection of fixed nodes arranged on a grid. The fixed nodes receive 
ultrasonic chirps from the mobile device and compute distance estimates to the 
mobile using the time-of-flight of the ultrasonic signal. The signal samples are 
forwarded to a central computer which computes the mobile’s position.  
Arguments System is expensive to implement as it requires large installation. Line of Sight 
(Los) required. 
Project HiBall Head Tracking System
53
 
Method/ Medium Experimental/ Infrared 
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Uses panel of infrared LEDs that take turns flashing. Several head-mounted 
cameras measure the position of the flashing LED and the system uses knowledge 
about the geometry of the head device’s cameras to compute the desired location 
information. The LEDs Flashes very quickly which allows very precise information 
to be obtained. 
Arguments Difficultly of deploying large numbers of LED panels to cover entire indoor 
environment. Expensive cameras hardware and high computation costs. Possible of 
interference from ambient lights. 
Line of Sight required 
Project RADAR
54 
Method/ Medium Experimental/ Radio Frequency (RF) 
 
Content 
Uses a standard802.11 network adapter to measure signal strength at multiple base 
stations positioned to provide overlapping coverage in a give area. This system 
combines empirical measurements and signal propagations modeling in order to 
determine user location.  
Arguments Requires Wireless Local Area Network infrastructure. Not able to obtain optimal 




Method/ Medium Experimental/ RFID 
 
Content 
Installing RFID readers at different location by pre-determining power level of 
detection range of active RFID tags. Detection by means of propagation of RFID 
signal. Improvements on accuracy by means of reference tags. Information gathered 
from reader will be sent via 802.11b to compute location by configured software.  
Arguments Requires substantial amount of RFID transceiver. Line of Sight (LoS) not required. 
 
The table above provide with an overview of some past researches conducted, 
with aims of providing indoors location accurate location. As observed, each of the work 
discussed above made uses of some form of medium like ultrasonic, infrared, radio 
frequency to track position. Each of these systems does have their own strength and 
limitations. Most of the systems met the initial aim of optimizing accuracy in providing 
location tracking. For example, Active Bat Location System which uses ultrasonic can 
locate the device within 9 centimetres of its true position.56  However all these systems 
are not quite applicable as they require hardware infrastructure to be installed in the 
environment to produce desirable results. For example, the Active Bat Location System 
required the construction of the grid for it to work, which is expensive for the 
infrastructure to be built.57 Similarly, it is very difficult and expensive deploying large 
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numbers of LED panels to cover the entire indoor environment for the HiBall Head 
Tracking System. Additionally, expensive cameras hardware is required for the system to 
function. The cost of such infrastructure and equipments are so exorbitant that it is 
inaccessible to most of the users, impractical to use and not practical to be installed 
everywhere. 
 
Another limitation that can be derived from some of the work above is that clear 
Line of Sight (LoS) is required for the device and the infrastructure to communicate. 
Although system like the Active Bat may still work without the LoS, e.g. by reflecting 
signals off walls, but performance will be greatly degraded. Most importantly, of all the 
above research being discussed and others like the Cricket Location System58 and Active 
Badges59 be researched on, they were meant only to be catered for indoor location 
identification. 
 
2.4.2   The integration of GPS and Third Generation (3G) Network 
 
As mentioned, GPS has several limitations, particularly in urban geographic 
environments where no signals can be received due to the lack of LoS requirements of at 
least four satellites. Nevertheless, since the fact that cellular wireless network was long 
known being able to track phone users, LaMarca et al and other authors have agreed that 
it was recognized as one of the position technologies that can be well integrated to work 
with GPS.
(60, 61
, 62,63)   
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Other research on commercial location systems has been built with the premise 
hope to provide accurate location information needs to the general public. Techniques 
various from cell identifier (Cell ID), Assisted GPS to even broadband satellite networks 
have been integrated with GPS to extend its coverage to even urban environment.64 This 
is contributed largely to the fact that many authors have agreed and provided with 
examples which shows that limitations of GPS can be well complemented with the 
integration of cellular wireless network,
(65, 66, 67, 68) especially with the globalization of 
third generation mobile network (3G) initiated by International Mobile 
Telecommunication (IMT)-2000.69  The global standard of mobile network which unites 
different type of networks, allows users to increase their connectivity anywhere in the 
world and with the same handset and number.  With such integration of capabilities 
between GPS and 3G, the inherent problem of GPS not being able to work well in urban 
environment is thus solved. 
 
2.4.3   Indoor GPS 
 
This research project has so far identified that authors and researchers have been 
focusing on the coverage and accuracy in terms of location identification. However as 
mentioned by Zeimpekis et al,70 LaMarca et al,71 Karcht, M.,72 Indulska et al73 and many 
other authors and researchers, the accuracy of cellular wireless network is generally low 
(in the range of 200 meters). As highlighted by Swales et al., the accuracy of tracking a 
user is heavily dependant on the size of the cell site.74 Therefore due to the large errors 
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produced, improvements on the current technologies like indoor GPS were created. 
Nevertheless, limitations have been discovered and were discussed by some authors, 
which reasons to why this technique was not well acknowledged and utilized (discussed 
in next section). 
 
2.4.4   Limitations of Indoor GPS 
 
 In the article of “A Taxonomy of Indoor and Outdoor Positioning Techniques for 
Mobile Location Services”,75 indoor GPS have been critically discussed in details. 
Although Zeimpekis et al have highlighted that indoor GPS is able to provide wide 
coverage and even to detail location information, conversely they highlighted that 
constraints exist while trying to deploy this technology. Indoor GPS, which requires large 
number if pseudolites (pseudo-satellites) are required to be installed, result in huge costs 
for the infrastructure to be built.76 This means that the costs of installing the infrastructure 
is so exorbitant that is impractical for any developer to even consider implementing it. 
Additionally, Zeimpekis et al have highlighted that although indoor GPS are be able to 
cater to the needs of wide coverage as well as indoor tracking, they have identified that 
due to the long process of looking for specific satellites collection of data to the location 
identification calculation, the device might not be able to perform the operation due to its 
limited processing power.77  Therefore, despite of all the effort, it can be seen that there is 
still no single technology that is able to provide location information with wide area 
coverage, high accuracy and low cost of entry.  
 
2.4.5   The Insufficiency in Positioning Technology 
 
The idea of integration has been realized by Macario back to 1997. He described 
his idea of hierarchical cell-based location plans in the traditional microcell, microcell, 
and picocell arrangement within a geographic context. 
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 “A Macrocell would give overall area coverage, and take 
command of traffic monitoring past. A microcell area… 
would focus on slow moving subscribers moving between 
high-rise buildings, for example; while a picocell focuses 
on the foyer of a theatre, or exhibition centre.” 78 
 
As addressed by Leonhardt et al, “each positioning technology currently available 
has certain level of accuracy and area of service; outdoor verse indoor, as there is no 
single technology that support services with such coverage.”79 Agreed by Kracht,80 GPS 
technology provides accurate location data, nevertheless it is not always applicable due to 
technical restrictions like open view to satellites and requiring Line of Sight (LoS) which 
mainly contributes to why GPS is not able to provide location information in places like 
urban and indoor.  
 
The insufficiency of current location identification was later realized by Vashney. 
In one of his article, he had mentioned that  
“Location management should cover both indoor and 
outdoor tracking of people products and services……. An 
extensive wireless coverage is achieved by providing 
indoor and outdoor coverage to fixed and mobile users in 
local as well as wide area environments.”81  
 
Michael and Masters have also placed their agreement on integration of 
positioning technologies by stating that: 
“While they have been introduced independently, their 
definitive value becomes apparent when they are 
considered together, as complementary and supplementary 
innovations.” 82 
 
To support their statement, Michael and Master states that location precision 
requirement can be achieved and satisfied by integrating several wireless to increase their 
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power manifold.83 Zeimpekis et al provide explicit detail about each of the technologies 
by and identify a whole range of indoors and outdoors integrated positioning techniques 
and putting them into categories of “self-positioning” and “remote-positioning”84. They 
too have realized that integration of positioning technologies can provide unlimited 
advantages, however the article did not indicate how these positioning technologies can 
be integrated to provide one single solution of precise location identification. 
 
In an article by Rao and Minakakis, they have too expressed their agreement on 
integration.  
 “User location has traditionally been difficult to pinpoint 
and use due to it inherent dynamism and unpredictability- 
the customer’s location in physical space. With regulatory 
pressures and the roll-out of new technologies integrated 
into lightweight mobile devices and terminals, pinpoint 
location is quickly becoming science”.85  
 
In this article, both Rao and Minakakis have highlighted that integrating 
technologies can potentially multiple the range and utility of services.86 Credits should 
also be awarded to Li et al when they noted that “using wireless technologies like GSM, 
GPRS, PHS CDMA and RFID…. the communication over applications is unbounded.”87 
Similarly, Siegemund et al have also contributed with the idea that mobile technology 
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2.4.6   The Gap 
 
  From section 2.3, it has indicated that positioning identification in terms of need 
and precision has increased and is still growing in importance. Previous studies have 
proposed improved techniques to the current technologies. It is nevertheless that each of 
them has their own limitations. It is becoming apparent that there is no single technology 
that is able to cater to the current needs of location information. LaMarca et al89 
importantly highlighted that current location identification systems do not work where 
most of the people spend their time. To support that, they further their explanation by 
saying that the current coverage of positioning technologies are constrained to either out 
door environment or limited to a particular building or campus with installed sensing 
infrastructure. Additionally, literature has also shown that current technologies that 
supports precise location identification either support long range location with low 
accuracy, or higher accuracy with limited range. Therefore this is seen as a gap in current 
technology, which indicates that an integrate system is needed to be designed in order to 
provide such coverage to cater to the needs of most people. 
 
2.5 Integration of Technologies 
 
 
The literature reviewed up to this point has indicated that the needs of positioning 
identifications are expected to continue to rise. Related work has also been discussed and 
the importance of integration has also been put forward by many authors and researchers. 
It is notable that integrating different technologies will increase their power manifold. To 
this point of research, 2 groups of authors have been identified the first few who provide 
the basic idea of integrating positioning technologies to provide precise location 
identification. They are Vashney,90 Michael and Masters. 
(82, 91) Similarly, both using 
qualitative method, proposed the idea of integrating different positioning technologies to 
provide precision in location identification. However, conceptually there is a slight 
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difference between their works. To understand the difference, a more detail studies is 
required and will be discussed in the following section. 
 
2.5.1   Varshney Vs Michael & Master (The Difference) 
 
As pointed out by Vashney, an extensive wireless coverage can only be achieved 
by providing indoor and outdoor coverage to fixed and mobile users in local as well as 
wide area environments when required.92 To address that, Michael and Masters, 
mentioned that 
“When using these “geospaces” in real-time, together 
positioning technologies can overcome one another’s 
limitation, from global to local level of detail”93  
 
Recognizing the needs to provide to an even level of detail of location 
information, Vashney put forward an integrated location management architecture.94 
Depending on the requirement of precision, Varshney believes that integrating several 
heterogeneous wireless networks including satellites, cellular, PCS and 3G networks, 
and, wireless LANs and PANs can support diverse location precision needs.95 This will 
allow the coverage of outdoor tracking. Similarly, Michael and Masters proposed a 
system which integrates the capabilities of GPS, 2G/3G, GIS and RFID which they 
named it as Hierarchical Positioning System (HPS).96  
 
 In Vashney’s proposed architecture, he believes that wireless multicast could be 
supported satellite systems and by 2G/3G systems using selective broadcast or a tree-
based multicast approach.97 In terms of indoor coverage, realizing the need for greater 
precision, Vashney proposed the use of Wireless Local area network (WLAN) and 
Personal Area Networks as he believes that with the better control of cells (keep closer), 
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more precision can be attained. With that, he went into more detail identification of 
objects or people by using which he called it as the last component of his architecture, 
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID). Knowing that RFID has a limited coverage (5-10 
feet), he included a multidimensional grid of RFID readers to cover the whole area.98  
 
Agreed with the ability of uniquely identify an objects or person using RFID, 
however nothing was stated about proposing a multidimensional grid was discussed in 
the article by Michael and Masters. Nevertheless, they did show their concern about the 
interference that RFID may received from other wireless systems or nearby metals which 
was identified as one of the major differences between the 2 proposed integrated 
environments.99  
 
 From the above, it can be clearly seen that the proposed architecture by Varshney 
contains some limitations. Firstly, local level details and uniquely identifying an object or 
people are not possible if the mentioned multidimensional grid required is not build. 
Secondly, by constructing the grid, it will incur huge cost and is not practical be have the 
grid build in all buildings world wide. In contrast, the proposed Hierarchical Positioning 
System by Michael and Masters was not restricting the usage of RFID to indoor 
environments. This indicates that more flexibility is allowed to make improvements on 
the proposed system to provide coverage and still being able to uniquely identify 
individual objects and people. It is therefore seen as a more logical system to be 
developed, so as to cater to the current and the growing needs for precise location 
identification.  
 
2.5.2   Chosen Technologies for Integration 
 
Positioning technologies like GPS, Cellular wireless network, RFID and GIS are 
chosen to be integrated. They are chosen for the reason that this research project is 
considered as an extension of the Hierarchical Positioning System proposed by Michael 
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and Masters. In their articles, they have highlighted these four main position technologies 
which they identified as the core of advancement for precise location identification. 
Additionally, the other reason for why these technologies were chosen was mainly due to 
the requirements as discussed in section 2.2.2 in this chapter. 
 
GPS, as discussed, offers excellent solution for outdoor positioning 
identifications. Accurate positioning is nearly possible anywhere on Earth, 24 hours a day 
and under any weather conditions. This ability thus matched our requirements for wide 
area coverage. However with the fact that GPS does not work well in urban and indoor 
locations, a need to supplement this limitation with other positioning technologies is 
necessary. With this consideration, cellular wireless technology was therefore chosen to 
complement the limitations.  
 
Cellular technology is current considered well established, which means that not 
much needed in terms of cost for the infrastructure to be constructed. Nevertheless, even 
the requirement of providing wide area coverage has been met, it is important to note that 
cellular technology has a range accuracy of not lesser than 200 meter radius.
(100, 101, 102,103) 
To cope with the accuracy requirements, another positioning technology is needed to fill 
the gap of inaccuracy. 
 
As radio frequency is not an optical technology, therefore it does not require Line 
of Sight (LoS) for the transceiver to read the tags. Another important reason is that being 
a widely used technology, cost of RFID system has been greatly reduced.104 Most 
importantly, groundbreaking news from the RFIDNews.com has advertised that a Canada 
company has offered a new technology that allows smart phones and Personal Digital 
assistants (PDAs) to serve as RFID reader.105 With this, it means that local level of detail 
can be achieved with the integration of other positioning technologies without the need to 
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construct any multidimensional grid which was proposed by Vashney. (Details of this 
news will be discussed in the later chapter). Most importantly, the ability to uniquely 
identify object and people can be possible even on outdoor environment as visualized by 
Michael & Masters.  Therefore thus outshined many other positioning technologies build 
for indoor usage and most importantly, still being able to uniquely identify individuals 
and objects. 
 
Lastly, the reason for GIS to be chosen is because of its usability. As noted by 
Michael and Master, “GIS can be viewed as an integrated technology, which merges the 
precise location and associated attributed of natural and man-made feature. The 
combination of conveys the “what” and “where” of a feature or object on the Earth’s 
surface and is the foundation upon which a wide range of information can be integrated 
and displayed” Therefore with such strong lexis mentioned, GIS was made as the choice 
for integration.  
 
 
Figure 2.6: The Integrated Environment 
 
 Similar to the concept, the integrated location management architecture proposed 
by Vashney will be used in assisting to gather knowledge which can be modified or 





positioning technologies for Hierarchical Positioning System. With such aid, it is not hard 
to visualise, the capabilities of integrating positioning technologies to provide precision 
in location identification indoor or outdoor to even local level of details in all corners of 
the world based on needs is possible. (Refer to figure 2.6) 
 
2.7 Justification  
 
From the section 2.3 on the needs of positioning technologies, facts provided have 
shown that location information is increasing realised by more and more users. Ni et al106 
have also pointed out that the proliferation of wireless technologies, computing devices 
and the internet has fostered the growing interest in location-aware systems and services. 
Not withstanding the fact that due to the increased mobility, many such applications are 
requiring the need to identify location of users. The growing trend towards a world where 
people, vehicles and other mobile objects are getting more interconnected , which sees as 
a need for providing rapid and timely information to the mobile force. With all these 
factors, it thus shows that the need of positioning technologies is apparent and is still 
rising. 
Background literature, researches by various authors have proven the increased 
attention on providing location information, especially in terms of precision. Efforts 
made to provide new techniques to supplement inherent problems by pioneer 
technologies still encompassed limitations and did not performed as expected. Ideas of 
integration have been put forward by authors and researchers, yet none of the current 
positioning technologies is able to provide with the ideal coverage and to accurately 
provide position information positioning simultaneously. 
 
Indeed, with the increasing need of position information and the amount of work 
that have been contributed by authors and researchers, current technologies are only able 
to support long range location with lower accuracy or higher location accuracy with 
range being compromised. Although positioning technologies focused on optimizing 
location accuracy rather than wide area coverage is sufficiently for home or for home or 
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office usage, it is nevertheless important to note the limitation of coverage still rules out 
many commercial applications targeted at people’s daily life. Current location 
identification systems do not work where most people spend most of their time: coverage 
in current technologies is either constrained to outdoor or limited to a particular building 
or campus with installed infrastructure. Most importantly, the concept of an integrated 
architecture to address the needs have been proposed by Vashney107 and Michael et al,108 
however no actual research have been done to further discover the potential to integrate a 
technology that can provide with the current needs. This hence justify the continuation of 
this research project, aiming to extend the research on the proposed Hierarchical 
Positioning Systems by Michael& Masters,109 which uses the complementary and 
supplementary position technology innovations to provide an integrated environment to 




 The purpose of this chapter is to document the literature review, conducted by 
critically examining existing prior secondary sources of research related to this research 
project. When carrying out the review, significant findings in a logical flow of 
understanding were observed.  
 
Firstly, the review of existing literature has built understanding on how users have 
realized the importance of location information. Driving force behind the importance of 
positioning technologies was also being highlighted. Example on how positioning 
technologies have made their way through diversifying its usages from the conventional 
ways was also been discussed. The event of September 11 has given many a clearer 
indication that positioning technologies can be used for crisis management. Nevertheless 
the growing trend towards a world where people, vehicles and other mobile objects are 
getting more interconnected has indicated the need to provide more rapid and timely 
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information to the mobile force. These eventually brought attention that the growth of 
needs for more precise location information have increased and is still rising. 
 
 In the section of positioning technologies evolution, qualitative research data 
through the exploration of past research and current innovation was conducted. 
Techniques supplementing inherent limitations of current technologies were also been 
discussed. These have led to an understanding that no single technology is currently 
available to cater to the precise location information needs which significantly identified 
the gap. With the section on the need for integration being discussed, logical agreements 
has been established and been placed by many authors and researchers which indicated 
that a system is needed to be designed in order to provide the required coverage to cater 
to the needs of most people.  
 
Finally, detailed discussions were made on two of the proposed integration. 
Discussions were made with the aim of identifying the difference by critically analysing 
and comparing both integrated environment. A verdict was later realized with the 
evidences showing that the proposed Hierarchical Positioning System by Michael & 
Masters110 will provide better performance in terms of the needs for location information 
as previously discussed. Positioning technologies for integration were also selected based 
suggested technologies as proposed for the Hierarchical Positioning System. All the 
above observed would strongly suggest that the justification for this research project has 
been adequately established. Lastly, all the above have satisfied the objectives as given in 
chapter 1, section 1.2.3, which identifies the needs of positioning technologies, the 
technologies selected for integrations which will eventually leads to the detailed studies 
on each of the selected technologies in the forthcoming chapter. 
 
 











A research methodology defines what the activity of research is, how to proceed, 
how to measure progress, and what constitutes success.111 The selection of a suitable 
methodology is therefore essential for a proficient research design. This chapter will 
describe the process of methodology selection and justify the selection process for 
accurately addressing the research statement, current literature gap and the objectives as 
previously identified in chapter one. The selection of the appropriate methodology will 
provide a constructive contribution to result in developing a single positioning 
identification system that enables precision in location identification. As noted by 
Leedy112, methodology used will be dictated by the nature of the data and the research 
problem. Different questions will yield different kinds of information which leads to 
different research designs and methods. In addition, Yin113 suggested three conditions 
which assist in determining the selection of research methodology. These conditions are: 
 
1) The type of research question posed; 
2) The extent of control an investigator has over actual behavioral events; 
3) The degree of focus on contemporary as opposed to historical events; 
  
By comparing, Yin’s first condition emphatically proves Leedy’s expression on 
how a methodology should be selected. It is therefore important to further discuss 
throughout this chapter; the purpose of this study, the approach and type of investigation 
to be conducted, data gathering techniques, unit of analysis and the time horizon for this 
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research. With this approach of discussion, Yin’s three conditions in determining the 
selection of research methodology can be addressed. 
The result of this chapter will be a structured outline for how the research is to be 
conducted. By addressing the research question, justification for the method used or 
combinations of different methods, realizing the needs and the possibilities of integrating  
selected positioning technologies for precise location identification can be achieved. 
These are done so as to effectively address the aim of this research project; to develop the 
logical architecture of Hierarchical Positioning System as previously proposed by 
Michael & Master.114 
 
3.2 Research Purpose 
 
As previously mentioned, selection of methodology is dictated by the nature of 
data and the research question. Additionally, Yin highlighted that defining the research 
question is the most important step required in a research study.115 The purpose of this 
research project is to identify the possibilities of developing a logical architecture of an 
integrated positioning system to enhance the precision in location identification. This 
purpose in return addresses the research question outline in Chapter One- Introduction 
(section 1.1) 
 
From the review of the literature, the need for precision in location identification 
has shown to be increasing and is still progressing. Related works for improving indoor 
precise location information and outdoor integrated solution for precise location 
information have been highlighted. Most importantly, the gap where no single system is 
able to cater to the needs in precise location information needed by most people has been 
identified.   
 
Considering from the review of literature on how the needs for integration was 
apprehend, from past researches and current innovations by different authors and 
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researchers, all these has clearly shown that an exploratory approach sustained by 
qualitative data gathering methods will be most  suitable way of addressing the research 
objectives. With the adoption of such approach, the purpose of this research will thus be 
achieved. Nevertheless, to determine if adopting such an approach will be suitable, the 
methodology behind exploratory studies and the data requirements of this thesis should 
first be ascertain in order to determine the research strategy and the methods to be used. 
 
3.3 Research Strategy 
 
Developing the logical architecture which integrates selected positioning 
technologies for precision location identifications requires identifying the needs for 
precision location information, comparing on past researches and current innovations on 
integration, so as to explore the possibilities of integrating the technologies by analyzing 
the limitations and capabilities of each technologies. These areas as identified in the 
literature review, ultimately dictates the approach taken and must be aligned with 
methods selected for gathering and analyzing the data relevant to each. 
 
As noted by Cavana et al, “In exploratory studies, the researcher is basically 
interested in exploring the situational factors so as to understand the characteristics of the 
phenomena of interest.”116 Realising the needs for precision location identification, 
discussion of related work to identify the insufficiency in positioning technology for 
providing precision location information, were all documented to establish factors that 
are needed to be considered before developing the logical architecture, therefore are 
considered using exploratory studies. Additionally, Cavana et al highlighted that 
“exploratory studies are important for obtaining a good grasp of the phenomena of 
interest and for advancing knowledge through good theory building.”117 All the above has 
strongly suggested that exploratory study approach excellently suits to this research 
project. 
 
                                                 







3.4 Data Collection 
 
To prevent future research problems and providing a clear focus of research 
planning and design. Leedy118suggested four fundamental questions about data to be 
answered to assist in determining an appropriate research strategy by the researcher 
which will be discussed within the context of this research problem. These questions are: 
 
1) What data are needed? 
2) Where are the data located? 
3) How will the data be secured? 
4) How will the data be interpreted? 
 
3.4.1 What data are needed? 
 
This research project seeks documentary evidence on the needs for precise 
location information, the insufficiency on current technology in regards to catering the 
current needs in precision location identification. These include data which provides 
background history of location information, the current innovations, usage of location 
identification and most importantly, the precision required on location information. They 
are data from IT&T companies, their products, current integrations, organisations that set 
standards and statistics in relation to this thesis topic showing the increasing needs for 
location information. Specifically, in regards to the logical architecture to be developed, 
feasible related work concerning integration of technologies to enhance current ability to 
cater to the needs of location information are required to be identified and discussed. 
Positioning technologies for integrations are also needed to be identified and analysed to 
seek for possibilities of integration. Such data include the limitations, capabilities and 
barriers to integration if any. Websites of organizations and companies, journal articles 
and online information services will be prime sources for gathering such data. 
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3.4.2 Where are the data located? 
 
 The intended data as described in the previous sections are located and will be 
drawn from various traditional and web sources. Some of these sources include websites 
of organizations and companies, online databases, books and magazines. Below is a list 
of some of selected journals, conference papers magazines, and websites targeted for 
locating desirable data for this research project. 
 
Table 3.1: Examples of Journals, Papers, Magazines and Websites. 
Journals & Magazines Websites 
IEEE Technology And Society Magazine GEO WORLD         www.geoplace.com 
Information Age  RFID News              www.rfidnews.com 
Information Technology & People  Texas Instruments    www.ti.com 
Information week FCC                          www.fcc.gov 
ACM Journals CTIA                         www.ctia.org 
Mobicom Journals ITU                            www.itu.int 
IDG Papers Verify Wireless          www.verifywireless.com 
 
3.4.3 How will the data be secured? 
 
  As many of these well known websites containing journals, conference papers and 
articles are subscriber-based websites, the data required to be obtained will be therefore 
be accessed through library’s rich collection of online databases as part of online data 
source. 
 
3.4.4 How will the data be interpreted? 
 
The data collected will first be analysed to determine the needs of precision in 
location identification, subsequently to provide evidence that current technologies are not 
able to cater to the needs. The list of technologies selected for integration will then be 





These findings will ultimately be analysed again, together with the knowledge gathered 
from the integrated location management architecture as previously being proposed by 
Vashney121, to investigate the possibilities of developing the logical architecture of an 
integrated positioning system as previously proposed by Michael & Masters to provide 
precision in location identification purposes.  
 
3.5 Hybrid Research Approach 
 
As previously discussed in section 3.2 of this chapter, an exploratory study approach 
sustained by qualitative data gathering methods has been adopted to address the current 
gap, research statement and objectives. This decision is made after exploring the data 
needs for the thesis. To carry out this type of approach, a hybrid research strategy 
encompassed with different qualitative research methods has been selected. These 
qualitative research methods are:   
1) Historical Study; 
2) Content Analysis; 
3) Secondary (meta) Analysis 
 
 





 The following discussion will illustrate each of the qualitative methods as listed 
above and justification will be provided for each of these methods used in regards to the 
research objectives. 
 
3.5.1 Historical Study 
 
According to Leedy119, historical study is conducted by considering currents and 
the countercurrents of present and past events, with the hope of discerning patterns that 
tie them together and make them a meaning piece of information. He further explained 
that the heart of historical study is about interpretation of the facts and to present them 
rationally. This is to explain why events happen, rather than just the accumulation of the 
facts and merely to relate what events had happened. One example of historical study 
within the context of this research project can be found from section 2.3 of the literature 
review Chapter, on realizing the needs for precision location identification which was 
identified as one of the objectives. The whole section on the needs was conducted by 
addressing the past and current events which results in a discerning pattern of knowledge 
showing that the needs on precise location identification has increased and the needs is 
still growing. With such justification, the adoption of historical study is seen appropriate 
for conducting research on this research topic. 
 
3.5.2 Content Analysis 
 
According to Cavana et al120, content analysis is the process of identifying, coding 
and categorizing the primary patterns in the data which allows themes to emerge from 
raw data which describes the main focus of the qualitative analyst. When conducting 
content analysis, each newly identified theme will be compared with previously identified 
themes to ensure that the new themes will contribute to a better understanding about the 
phenomenon under investigations. Similarly, Leedy noted that content analysis is a detail 
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and systematic examination of the content of a particular body of material for the purpose 
of identifying patterns, themes, or biases within that material. 
 
 In the context of this research topic, content analysis was used to contribute to a 
better understanding on the needs for precise location identifications by identifying areas 
of needs. Further analysis identifies the insufficiency of technologies to cater to the 
increasing needs, and most importantly this method enables the realisation of the gap 
within the literature and addressing the objectives for this research topic. This method 
was also used in identifying the difference and creating a better understanding between 
the two proposed architecture by Vashney121 and Michael & Masters122 by analyzing the 
content of their work. Also, in the later chapter, content analysis will also be used in 
conjunction with secondary (meta) analysis (explain in the next section), to identify the 
technical interoperability of the selected technologies. As this research is based on 
exploratory approach, content analysis is able to contribute to a better understanding 
about the research phenomenon within the context of this research project. This method is 
therefore seen as one of the appropriate method for gathering data within the context of 
this research topic. 
 
3.5.3 Secondary (meta) Analysis 
 Secondary (meta) analysis is known to be the re-analysis of data, translate 
analysed results from different studies to a common metric and explore relations between 
study characteristics and findings with the same research question.123 From section 3.5.2 
of this Chapter, it can be seen that major part of this research project are conducted using 
content analysis. However as previously stated as one of the objectives, data are required 
to be re-analysis after a detail study on the limitations and capabilities on each of the 
selected positioning technologies is conducted, together with the analysed knowledge 
gathered from the integrated location management architecture as previously being 
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proposed by Vashney124. These will ultimately assist in establishing the possibilities of 
integrating the technologies to provide a logical architecture of a positioning system to 
address the current location information needs. This thus justifies the adoption of the 
meta-analysis methods within this research topic.  
 The above sections illustrated each of the qualitative methods within the hybrid 
research approach selected. Justification and examples on the use of each method were 
also addressed. Combined, the hybrid research approach will be able to address all 
objectives as outlined in Chapter one- Objectives (section 1.3.2). 
 
3.6 Data Analysis 
 
The key purpose for collecting and analyzing the data is to develop the logical 
architecture of Hierarchical Positioning System as previously proposed by Michael & 
Master.125 The knowledge required is broad and therefore the hybrid approach was 
designed, in suspense to address all the objectives outlined in Chapter one- Objectives 
(section 1.3.2). The Historical study provides better insights on the evolution of 
positioning technologies, past researches in the context of this research topic and a better 
perceptive of the selected positioning technologies. The content analysis focus on 
retrieving secondary information on positioning devices and applications, organizations, 
researchers, authors and current innovation and other ‘supporting evidence’ which assist 
in identifying the gap and to addressing most of the objectives.  
 
On the other hand, meta-analysis is used to re-analysis the data collected after the 
detail study on the limitations and capabilities on each of the selected positioning 
technologies, and the analysed knowledge gathered from the integrated location 
management architecture as previously being proposed by Vashney126. These will 
ultimately assist in establishing the possibilities of integrating the technologies to provide 
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the logical architecture of a positioning system to address the current location needs 
which eventually addresses the last objective. 
 
It is however important that the vast amount of data collected is difficult to be 
employed if is not well managed. It is hence necessary to derive an approach to manage 
the data before being utilised. Nigel Fielding127 has summarized a common approach to 
analysis ethnographic data into a model, it is nevertheless observed as an effective 









Figure 3.2: The approach to manage the data collected 
 
 
From the above model, all data collected are being categorized into its theme. The 
data will then be cut up into different part according to its related themes and re-ordered 
into ‘piles’ that reflect the key themes. The re-ordered data will next be re-read, enabling 
a sequential arrangement into sub- themes of each of the main themes. These thus enable 
data to be organized before use. 
 
3.7 Type of investigation 
 
According to Cavana et al128, there are 3 common approaches of investigation path a 
researcher can decide on. They are clarification study, correlational study and causal 
study. Nevertheless, in choosing the appropriate investigation path, objectives and the 
natural of the research are needed to be taken into consideration the right type of 
investigation study can be adopted.  
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As noted by Cavana et al129, clarification study should only be adopted if the 
researcher is trying to gain a clearer understanding of the concepts involved in the 
research problem. Nonetheless, if concepts are clearly understood, the research should 
focus on either correlational study or causal study. As noted by Cavana et al, a 
correlational study should be undertaken if there is a need to assess the level of 
association between concepts or variables, whereas a causal study will be deem necessary 
when there is a need to establish a cause and effect relationship between variables. 
 
The ultimate purpose of this research project is to develop a logical architecture 
by integrating selected positioning technology for precision location identification as 
highlighted in Chapter one- Aims (section 1.3.1). To develop the architecture, a clearer 
understanding is required on how these selected technologies can be integrated. 
Additionally, as the structure of this research project is sequential in nature, each of the 
objectives are about gaining in-depth understanding of the required field before 
technologies can be selected for integration. In short, clarification is the type of 
investigation most appropriate to the logical architecture development process.  
 
3.8 Units of Analysis and Time Horizon 
 
The main unit of analysis will be the positioning technologies identified for the 
development of the logical architecture of Hierarchical Positioning System. For time 
horizon, as the data required are gathered just once and the process lasted several months 
in order to meet the research objectives, it is therefore considered as cross-sectional 
studies since the same data is not obtained over a period of time. 
 
 









 The prime purpose of this chapter has been met. The term methodology has been 
defined. Strategy and the approach for addressing the research question for identifying 
the gap in current knowledge have also been outlined. An exploratory approach sustained 
by qualitative data gather methods were selected and justified. A hybrid research strategy 
encompassed with different qualitative research methods has been assembled, to address 
the objectives as outline in Chapter one and to ascertain the usability and feasibility of the 
logical architecture developed. All these eventually provide answers in regards to 
Leedy’s four questions concerning data and data gathering. A conceptual model 
representing the research strategy and methods formerly described which provides the 
‘snap-shot’ view of the methodology was also provided. 
  
 As explained from the conceptual model shown, the research strategy will dictate 
the whole process of conducting this research thesis. Importantly, meta-analysis will be 
used to identify the possibilities of integrating technologies to develop the logical 
architecture when the limitation and the capabilities of the selected technologies have 
been addressed in the forthcoming Chapter. The unstructured formal interview will act as 
a validating tool to ascertain the usability and feasibility of the developed logical 
architecture when it is completed. To summarise, this methodology has shown being able 
to address the research statement and gap, gathering data required and lastly , being able 





Chapter Four - Analysis of Positioning Technologies 
   
   4.1 Introduction  
  
To this point of the research, a clearer understanding was built on the lack of a 
single positioning technology to cater to the current needs on location information. 
Additionally, by knowing how human rely on traditional methods of navigation to 
utilizing military released positioning technology, to the increased usage of location 
identification technologies for more purposes, this research project has so far identified 
the increasing human reliance upon location knowledge. However, with the fact that each 
positioning technology does encompass limitations in spite of their own capabilities, 
integrating these technologies thus prove necessary. This is with the aim to overcome the 
limitations by means of supplementary and complementary innovations to develop a 
system to provide the needed accuracy.  
 
In this chapter, exploration of selected positioning technology from previous 
chapter and other prospective positioning technologies will be discussed, aiming to 
identify on their capabilities and limitations, which was addressed as one of the aim in 
chapter one, section 1.3. The results in this chapter will eventually allow this research to 
better determine how limitations each of these positioning technologies can be well 
supplemented and complemented by other technology’s capabilities in the forthcoming 
chapters. Most importantly, it will permit a prudence overview of the overall capabilities 
of these technologies when they are integrated. Together with the knowledge gathered 
from the integrated location management architecture as previously proposed by 
Vashney, it will ultimately aid this research project in establishing the overall 











In order to develop the Hierarchical Positioning System that stays within the 
integration requirements as previous stated in Chapter two, section 2.2, this chapter will 
focus on exploring the capabilities and limitations of the selected and prospective 
technologies in terms of accuracy, coverage, and costs. Additionally, other factors which 
may affect the development process will also be considered. This will allow this research 
project to achieve the aim on developing the Hierarchical Positioning System, which 
provide high accuracy according to the precision needs, wide range coverage and low 
cost of entry. As previously mentioned, considering that this research project is an 
extension of the Hierarchical Positioning system proposed by Michael and Masters, this 
chapter will therefore be focusing on analysing each of the selected positioning 
technologies, namely GPS, 2G/3G cellular network, RFID and GIS. In addition, 
prospective positioning technology like Assisted-GPS and wireless local area network 
(WLAN) will also be analysed.  
 
Assisted-GPS is chosen with the fact that many authors have highlighted its 
capability of being able to achieve high accuracy at a reasonable cost, 
(130 131
)
 which fits 
within 2 of the integration requirements. On the other hand, WLAN is to be considered as 
part of HPS because WLANs have successfully proven with the ability to provide 
location information on both indoor and outdoor contexts. One such example will be the 
WLANs tracking solution provided by Ekahau Inc., which enables a variety of asset and 
people tracking applications using WLANs infrastructure in many industry sectors like 
healthcare, manufacturing and defense.132  
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Completing the picture, this chapter will conclude with the overall findings, 
including any issues and considerations that will allow this research project to have 
prudence understand of the technologies selected. These results will provide a strong 
ground on the knowledge of these technologies, which will facilitate the decision 
processes when developing the Hierarchical Positioning System in the forthcoming 
chapters. 
 
4.2.2 Global Positioning Systems (GPS) 
 
Originally designed and built to serve a military requirement for navigations, GPS 
is a satellite-based positioning technology that is currently being used by many civil 
users. Although only 24 satellites are needed to be considered as a full system, there are 
often more than 24 present as new ones standby to 
replace the older satellite. The GPS system works on 
the theory of triangulation. Each satellite broadcasts a 
digital radio signal continuously that includes both its 
own position and the time, exact to a billionth of a 
second.133 Any GPS receiver on the ground, air or even 
at sea takes this information from the triangulation of at 
least four satellites and uses it to calculate its position. 
The receiver, which is either a hand-held device, 
mounted on vehicle, found in a plane or ship, compares  
its own time with the time sent by the satellites and 
calculates its distance between the satellites using 
the difference between the two timing.
9
 The final product of GPS readings, depending on 
the receiver, will pinpoint location in terms of longitude, latitude and altitude.  
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4.2.2.1 Discontinuity of Selective Availability 
 
For a considerable period, an error named Selective Availability (SA) was planted 
in purposed by the creator to allow propriety accuracy. However as accuracy was still 
achieved by the civil users by means of Differential GPS (DGPS), the U.S Defence 
realized the redundancy and a decision was made for the SA to be discontinued not later 
than 2006 in 3 phases.  
 
Figure 4.1: How Differential Global Positioning System Works 
Source: http://sgi-hursk.lboro.ac.uk/avrrc/essex/differential.gif 
 
The news was announced by U.S President Bill Clinton on the 1
st
 may, 2000, with 
the reason given as follows:  
"The decision to discontinue Selective Availability is the latest 
measure in an ongoing effort to make GPS more responsive to 
civil and commercial users worldwide…This increase in 
accuracy will allow new GPS applications to emerge and 
continue to enhance the lives of people around the world."134 
 
As highlighted by McDonald, the discontinuity of SA will drastically improve the 
accuracy of the GPS as he estimated the accuracy to be sharpened to meter accuracy in 
real time when the third frequency is released to the civil world.135 
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4.2.2.2   Capabilities and Limitations of GPS 
 
From the above statement, it can be seen that GPS offers an excellent solution for 
positioning identifications. Accurate positioning is nearly possible anywhere on Earth, 24 
hours a day and under any weather conditions. They are consistently being improved to 
provide accurate positioning identification. Most hand-held GPS have accuracy of about 
10-20 meters.136 Nevertheless, despite of the wide usage of GPS, limitations exists. Due 
to the nature of how a GPS calculate location, it is necessary to have GPS receiver to lock 
onto four satellites to provide readings. This can only be achieved when a receiver has a 
clear sky when obtaining signals from the satellites. Satellite signals are not able to 
penetrate solid or dense objects. Mountains, dense jungles with thick branches and leaves 
can also restrict the GPS signal from penetrating.137 Most importantly, Multi-path signals 
can corrupt GPS data. Multi-path is a reflected signal from some reflective surfaces.138 
For these reasons, it can be clearly understood that GPS performance will be degraded or 
in some extent no fixes can be obtained in places like urban areas, dense jungle, 
underground places or even hilly areas. Additionally, as highlighted by Ramamoorthy139, 
“traditional GPS receivers require a timeframe of 30 seconds to several minutes to 
acquire and track satellites, depending upon how much information they have previously 
gather.” This major limitation as agreed by many authors, which could take the receiver 




. Although highly accurate, GPS does incorporate some limitations on 
its usage.  
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4.2.3 2G/3G Cellular Wireless Network 
   
Telephony communication has changed over the years from the stationary wired 
lined telephone to the commonly used mobile telephony. From the statistics given by 
ITU, there were 11 million mobile subscribers in 1990. The figure rose drastically to 300 
million in 1998 and an estimated figure of 1.2 billion will be expected by 2005.143 Mobile 
communication has indeed revolutionised the way people communicate, which may be 
one reason for the increase the mobility of human. It is not surprised to know that the first 
commercial cellular phone systems were deployed in the early 1980s. This leads to a 
global revolution in the development of wireless communication products.144 First 
generation mobile network (1G) was purely based on analog transmission using 
frequency division multiple access (FDMA). To allow digital applications and aiming to 
work with a single standard, second generation mobile network (2G) was later 
introduced. The basic 2G mobile network includes global system for mobile (GSM), 




 In a cellular network, the accuracy of tracking a user is heavily dependant on the 
size of the cell site.146 To increase the accuracy of locating a user, a smaller cell site with 
a reduced cell size and number of cell is required. The reduction allows better accuracy of 
location information by searching lesser cells which forms the basis of indoor location.147 
However, even thought seamlessly tracking a user seems easy, it is important to note that 
they are many different standards of wireless technologies.
31 
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Figure 4.3: A typical Cellular Network Setup 
Source: http://lionhrtpub.com/orms/orms-4-02/art/bourjolly_F2.gif 
 
As listed by Michael and Masters,
 
these included macrocell, microcell, picocell, 
terrestrial cellular system; cordless systems; wireless access systems and satellite 
systems. Nevertheless, in 2000, an initiative named International Mobile 
Telecommunication (IMT)-2000 began. Besides offering subscribers higher transmission 
rates, its purpose were of working towards a global standard for the third generation 
mobile network (3G).148 This concept of global standard is to unite different type of 
networks which results in allowing users to increased its connectivity anywhere in the 
world and with the same handset and number.149   
 
4.2.3.1 Capabilities and Limitations of 2G/3G Wireless Network 
 
 Although cellular network was not designed to track location, due to the nature of 
its ability and the global standardization of the 3G network, it has increasing been used 
for location identification.150 The main advantage of the cellular network is that it is vastly 
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available.151 As long as there are cells within the region, triangulation of cells can be 
conducted to produce location information. Another advantage of using cellular network 
to provide location information is that it is able to provide location information in urban 
areas, possibly indoors if adequate cells are provided. However, there are also limitations. 
The huge cost of infrastructure is one of such limitations as more cells are needed to 
improve the accuracy of the location information.152 In addition, the cost of requesting 
location information also restricts the user’s willingness to access such services.153
 
Another limitation that discouraged the use of 2G/3G wireless net work to provide 
location information is that the accuracy is generally low (in the range of 200 meters). 
Nevertheless it suits well for services where precision is not crucial.  
  
4.2.4 Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Typical layout of WLAN 
Source: http://www.wirelesslan-shop.de 
 
 Wireless local area networks (WLAN), especially in location tracking have 
become very popular in the recent years. Established by the Institute of Electrical and 
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Electronic Engineering (IEEE), the 802.11 WLAN standards was the solitary reason for 
the interoperability,154 which allows it to be widely implemented by organisations of all 
sizes and verticals to improve productivity, communication and decrease costs. Usually 
implemented within a single building or in a campus area building–to-building 
connection, a typical WLAN consisted of 3 components, namely the mobile device (with 
WLAN function), wireless Access Point (AP) and the wireless bridges.155 As highlighted 
by Smith, “[a]n access point is essentially a hub that gives the wireless clients the ability 
to attach to the wired LAN backbone.”156 Similar to the cellular networks, the use of more 
than one access point in a given area is facilitated by the use of cell structures, which are 
alike to what mobile phone providers used to maintain their coverage with their mobile 
users.157  
 
4.2.4.1 Capabilities and Limitations of WLAN 
 
 Wireless LANs do not only have the capabilities of providing an effective means 
of communications, but also the ability to extract location information about of mobile 
stations. As highlighted by Ramani et al, “[t]heir success can be attributed to the benefit 
of minimal infrastructure and high bandwidth capacity”.158 Due to the ease of deployment 
and its capabilities, WLAN can be found in places like offices, hot spots and even home 
networks. As highlighted by Komar et al, “Wireless area networks (WLANs) are 
increasing their coverage area and communication speeds, where 11Mbps IEEE 802.11b 
WLANs are very common now.”159 In addition, from the information obtained from 
hotspot-locations, there are currently a total of 30127 WLAN hot spots worldwide and 
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this figure is still increasing each day.160  Most importantly, with the ability of providing 
location information, several WLAN switch makers are readying their networks for 
enhanced emergency (E911) wireless phone calling services,161 thus increasing the ability 
of providing location information with improved accuracies. For example, the Ekahau’s 
Positioning Engine which can operate over just about any type of WLANs, provides an 
average accuracy of 1.9 meters. Nevertheless this accuracy do not applies to all WLANs 
currently implemented in the market.   It is important to note that WLAN implementation 
like the Ekahau’s Positioning Engine is difficult to setup and calibrate, not forgetting the 
need for each user device to include a specialize software to obtain such accuracies.162 
 
 Despite of all the capabilities that were discussed however, WLAN does 
encompass its limitations. As highlighted by Kumar, “[w]idely used RF infrastructure is 
WLAN and most preferred are those which are based on IEEE 802.11”163, it is therefore 
not surprising that limitations are closely related to Radio Frequency’s characteristics.. 
As noted by Kumar, due to the presence of which reflect, refract and scatters the RF 
transmission, the materials that indoor environment are composed of, strongly influences 
the radio signal’s propagation. This former affects the accuracy of location information.164 
In addition, as 802.11 standard based WLAN radios was technically optimised for about 
100 meter distances165, therefore effective accuracy on a typical WLAN setup will general 
be within a 100 meters distance.  
 
 Lastly, as some WLANs are currently utilising the IEEE 802.11b standards, 
which works in the unlicensed band of 2.4 GHz, interferences which affects accuracies of 
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location information can thus be perceived as another limitation.166 As technologies like 
Bluetooth, cordless phones and micro ovens utilised the same band, interference when 
two or more of such technologies employed in the same environment will certainly affect 
the accuracy 
 
4.2.5 Assisted-GPS (A-GPS) 
 
 




 Assisted GPS can be described as a system where outside sources, such as 
assisted server and reference network, assist a GPS receiver perform the task of location 
determination. As noted by Harper et al, “A-GPS is the best solution to meet the accuracy 
requirements of the U.S. Federal Communications Commission’s E911 mandate”167. With 
such assistance, the GPS receiver can operate more quickly and efficiently that it would 
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be unassisted, as a fact that tasks originally handled by the receiver are shared. 168 This 
thus results in better performance in location information beyond that of the same 
receiver without assistance. 
 
 As highlighted by Harper et al, there are generally two different paradigms of 
AGPS, namely Mobile Station- based (MS-based) AGPS and MS-Assisted AGPS.169 The 
logic behind the MS-based AGPS is that the network provides the handset with detailed 
assistance data to help the handset to lock onto the satellite and perform the calculation of 
the position. In the case of the latter, instead of the detailed assistance data, only smaller 
assistance data are provided to the handset to help to lock onto the satellites. In addition 
to that, the handset then provides the satellite measurements to the network to perform 
the position calculation. Nevertheless, though with advantages and disadvantages, these 
paradigms of A-GPS have been used to provide more accurate location information, 
requiring only low infrastructure cost and allowing a direct migration path into 3G.170 
 
4.2.5.1 Capabilities and Limitations of Assisted-GPS 
 
 Most conventional GPS receivers are often referred as “satellite-only” receivers, 
acquiring position without any external assistance. As previously mentioned, 
conventional GPS system faces many limitations including low Time-To-First-Fix 
(TTFF), low sensitivity and higher power consumption of the receiver unit. Nevertheless, 
as highlighted by Ramamoorthy, A-GPS is able to overcome these limitations.171 As the 
handset no longer need to search for and decode the signals from each available satellite, 
A-GPS thus brings improvements in TTFF and battery life of the receiver. Additionally, 
without the need to decode the satellite signals, it also enables detection and time-of-
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arrival estimation over multiple parts, which also improves the sensitivity.172 Also, as 
highlighted by Raja, “A-GPS also provides good vertical and velocity estimates. Signal 
of GPS assisted data to the MS may take 10s, but once received by the handset, assistance 
data is useful up to 4 hours.”173 Furthermore, as noted by Ramamoorthy, “[t]he aiding 
information from the network augments the ambient GPS signals, resulting in better 
location fixes in environment such as urban canyons and inside buildings.”174 Most 
importantly, as emphasized by Lenihan et al, the A-GPS provides an accuracy of within 
10 to 20 meters.175 
 
 Despite of all the capabilities that AGPS can offer, nevertheless A-GPS have its 
limitations. First, cellular network assistance is required to calculate a position, thus 
making it useless in areas where no aiding information is available. This includes areas 
with no cellular coverage or even areas without compatible aiding servers in the roaming 
environments. In addition, as accentuated by Ramamoorthy, “using network servers for 
position calculations makes A-GPS impractical for applications like continuous 
navigations, which requires position updates frequently.” Lastly, as noted by Nypan et al, 
A-GPS systems assumed line of sight (LOS) propagation between the base station and 
the MS, which this assumption is not valid in city centers where LOS is often blocked by 
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4.2.6 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) 
 
 
  The idea of RFID can be dated as far as 1940s where several technologies related 
to RFID such as the long-range transponder systems of “ identification, friend or foe” 
(IFF) for aircraft  were used by the U.S Defense Force.177  The 1950s was then considered 
as the era of blooming of RFID with works like the “Application of the microwave 
homodyne” by F. L. Vernon and the “Radio Transmission systems with modulatable 
passive responder” by D. B. Harris.178 Since then, a lot of work by the inventors has been 
place upon on the discovery of the capabilities of RFID. Later, manufacturers, retailers, 
logistic providers and government agencies are making unprecedented use of RFID to 
track, secure and manage items from raw materials form to the finished products. One 
such good example would be the requirements for a live stock tracking systems to be 
made available by the Dutch government during the late 1980s. 
  
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) has been identified as one of the most 
promising and anticipated technologies in recent years. Potential benefits have been 
shown everywhere, from magazine articles, journals and analyst papers to even current 
products and services that are being offered is showing how RFID can improve our daily 
domestics. RFID in the form of tags are being placed to enable owners of items to track 
and control their property. As stated by Stanford, “conceptualizing them simply as ID 
tags greatly underestimates their capabilities, considering some have local computing 
power, persistent storage, and communication capabilities.”179 
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Figure 4.6: Passive RFID Tag 
Source: http://www.socalwug.org/RFID-Pics.jpg 
 
The basic components of a RFID system consist of an antenna, a transceiver and a 
transponder.180 RFID can be further classified into passive or active transponder. Passive 
transponders receive power to exchange data from the signal sent by the readers. On the 
other hand, active ones are powered by battery that operates the internal electronics. The 
tag, where all information is stored, is electronically programmed uniquely to the item to 
which it is attached to.181 Radio waves are utilized to transfer data between the tag 
(transponder) and the read/write device (transceiver), which both tuned to the same 
frequency. The transceiver sends out a signal, which is received by all tags within the 
readable RF range. Tags receive the signal with their antennas, and the selected tags 
respond by transmitting their stored data.  The transceiver receives the tag signal with its 
antenna, decodes it and transfers the data to the host computer.182  
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4.2.6.1 Capabilities and Limitations of RFID  
 
 There are many reasons for the wide spread use of RFID. Most consumer goods 
logistics and retail RFID applications can be satisfied with passive tags, which is less 
expensive and smaller than active versions as they do not require battery. Nevertheless 
active tags will be best applied in applications when the most important consideration is 
to be able to read the tags at distance. As radio frequency is not an optical technology, 
therefore it does not require Lind of Sight (LoS) for the transceiver to read the tags. In 
terms of security, it is extremely difficult to counterfeit radio frequency identification 
chips.183 Specialised knowledge of wireless engineering, encoding algorithms and 
encryption techniques are required to forge them.184 However limitations do presents in 
terms of usage. The RFID readable range from the tags by the transceiver can varies from 
a few centimeters to tens of meters.185 This is heavily dependent on the frequency used, 
power output of the tags and the directional sensitivity of the antenna. The presence of 
metal and liquid may also cause interferences which affects range and read/write 
performance. 
 
4.2.7 Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
  
 Geographic Information System is computer software that links geographic 
information like “where things are” with descriptive information of “what things are”. 
Everything in the world has a relative global position and GIS is able to present these 
positions in many different layers of information which traditional flat paper map are not 
able to.  All around the world, people are able to work more efficiently with the presence 
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of GIS. It is becoming important as a tool for analysis and decision-making in strategy 
and planning.  
 
4.2.7.1 Capabilities and Limitations of GIS 
 
 One main reason for why GIS is commonly used, especially for data-miners are 
because it allows them to view their data in two dimensional 
(2D) representations through the use of thematic mappings. 
Geography is helping many making better decisions in many 
disciplines. GIS is not an end in itself, it is used to create useful 
information product that helps organization run better.186 GIS is 
not just a map, but are intelligent digital maps which has the 
flexibility of visual representation that allows people especially 
analyst to interpret and quantify raw data and aggregated data 
like never before.187 As global community are increasingly 
becoming more mobile, locating people, places and things 
while deriving useful information from raw material are 
becoming more important.188 Rapid access to geospatial information is also crucial to 
decision-making in emergency situation when decision makers need to work mutually, 
using GIS for hazard mapping and visualization, and also for improving situation 
awareness. In short, as agreed with Michael and Master, “GIS can be viewed as an 
integrated technology, which merges the “precise location and associated attributes of 
natural and man-made features.”189 
 
  Although it seems that GIS is all about its usefulness and no flaw, but in fact it 
has been identified by some of the past researches. In current situation, GIS is providing 
mostly unimodal interaction tools and support only a user. In an article by Brew et al, 
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they have highlighted that current GIS functionalities are not accessible to all participants 
at the same time and do not allow users to express meanings, retrieve essential 
information or develop planning scenario effectively.190 A multimodal interface is 
understood as GIS interface have many ways of communicating instead of the traditional 
way of standard input by means of keyboard and mouse.191 Researchers 
(192) (193) suggested 
tat multimodal interfaces are more efficient for interacting with geospatial  information 
than is unimodal as they argued that a multimodal interface is less prone to error. Other 
disadvantage includes data conversion, cost, newness and user training and reaction.194 
 
4.3 Overview of Positioning Technologies  
  
 Having conducted a detailed analyst on the selected technologies from previous 
sections of this chapter, this section now conclude with the overall findings, including 
any issues and considerations that will allow this research project to have prudence 
understand of each of these technologies selected. This is allow this research to be placed 
in a better prospective on how these technologies can be supplementing and 
complementing each other in the forthcoming chapter. To do this, information gathered 
will be summarised as shown in table 4.1. Collectively, this table is made according to 
the integration requirements and issues which need to be taken into considerations when 
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Table 4.1   Overview of selected Positioning Technologies  
Positioning  
Technology 
Accuracy Coverage Cost of entry Considerations 
GPS ~ 10 – 20 meters - World-Wide Coverage 
- Outdoor only 
- Little or no indoor coverage 
 
- GPS device cost 
- Set-up cost for device 
- no variable cost  
-  TTFF: Long 
- Battery consumption: High 
- Location ID: Mobile device 
Cellular 
Network 
~ 100 –3000 
meters 
- Mobile network coverage 
- Outdoor & indoor 
- Inferior accuracy or no 
coverage  indoor  
- Mobile handset cost 
- Variable cost for 
location request  
- TTFF: Short 
- Battery consumption: Low 
- Location ID: Mobile device 
WLAN ~ 100 meters - WLAN Coverage 
(metropolitan area) 
- Outdoor & indoor 
- No coverage out of Access 
Points range.  
- WLAN device cost 
- Set-up cost for WLAN 
device 
- no variable cost 
- TTFF: Short 
- Battery consumption: Low 
- Location ID: Mobile device 
Assisted-
GPS 
~ 10 – 20 meters - Mobile network coverage 
- Outdoor & indoor 
- Require cellular coverage 
- Device  cost (mobile 
handset and embedded 
GPS function) 
- Variable cost for 
location request 
- TTFF: Short 
- Battery consumption: Low 
- Aiding server required 
- Location ID: Mobile device 
RFID Variable* - Hardware read range 
- ~0.5 cm – variable 
(depending on Hardware) 
- Short reading range (passive 
tags) 
- Hardware cost 
- no variable cost 
- TTFF: Variable (depends on 
complementing technology) 
- Battery consumption: Low 
-Location ID: Tag (Provide 
unique identification)  
GIS Variable* - World-Wide Coverage* 
- Outdoor & indoor* 
 
- Hardware cost * 
- Software cost 
- TTFF: Variable* 
- Battery consumption: Low 
- Standard Visual representation  
 
* Depending on complementing Positioning Technology 
 
4.3.1 Accuracy  
  
 The accuracy of a position technology determines how the location information 
provided differs from the actual information of the individual of object to be tracked. 
From previous sections, both GPS and Assisted-GPS have shown to provide the best 
accuracies as compared to the rest of the technologies, which is suitable for location 
services requiring precision. The accuracy of WLAN has been identified as the second 
best technology and is useful for applications with accuracies of less than 100 meters. On 
the other hand, cellular networks proved to be the most inaccurate technology, with 





services which requires precision, nevertheless this position technology is suitable for 
services such as mobile marketing195 
 
 Conversely, accuracy of positioning technologies like RFID and GIS are variable. 
As these technologies itself do not work alone to provide location tracking, thus 
depending on the complementing technology to provide with its accuracy range. For 
example, combining the usage of GPS and GIS, accuracy in such instances will be 





 As previously defined in Chapter two, section 2.2, the term ‘wide range coverage’ 
should include outdoor, urban and even indoor environment location tracking. 
Concerning this aspect, GPS covers the world while it can be used only outdoor. 
Conversely, cellular networks overlap the coverage where GPS doesn’t work. 
Differently, Assisted-GPS achieves outdoor, urban and outdoor coverage. This 
positioning technology however requires the presence of cellular coverage.  WLAN can 
be used indoor and outdoors, but limited to metropolitan areas. Similarly, GIS and RFID 
requires the complementing technologies for their coverage to be determined. In addition, 
depending on the hardware used, RFID reading range varies, thus contributing to the 
overall coverage when this technology is being used for location determination. 
 
4.3.3 Cost  
 
 With regards to the cost of positioning technologies, the setup costs, usage cost 
are taken into account. GPS typically implicates setup cost for an additional device, 
however no running cost when requesting positioning data from the satellites. Similarly, 
using WLAN for location identification requires the setup costs, but no addition cost 
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when conducting self localisation. Nevertheless, charges occur when requesting location 
services of another device holder using WLAN. On the other hand, the cellular network is 
dissimilar and represents a feature of existing mobile network infrastructures. By 
requesting location information, usage is charged for each service. Likewise, as Assisted-
GPS requires cellular network to achieve localisation, each location request thus incurred 
similar cost. In addition, setup costs in terms of providing the aiding server are required. 
In contrast, besides the setup cost for GIS and RFID, the overall cost of these 




 After the discussion of all these selected technologies according to the integration 
requirements, some other considerations such as Time-To-First-Fix (TTFF), battery 
consumption and location determination logic are highlighted. 
 
  The start-up time, previously identified as TTFF, is the duration for the first 
location information achieved. Of the technologies, besides GPS which requires several 
minutes to acquire and track satellites in order to achieve the first position, the rest of 
these technologies have short TTFF.  
  
 The consumption level of a battery is primarily an issue for any location 
technology, especially when all technologies consume power in some ways throughout 
the whole localisation process. For example, using GPS for location information, the 
receivers will require battery for it to work. As for now, GPS has been identified as one 
technology which has high battery consumption, while other technologies consumed less 
power as compared. Although GIS and RFID alone do not pose any issues with regards to 
power consumption. Nevertheless, the overall consumption of battery power is still 
dependent on which technologies are used to complement to its usage.  
  
 The last issue within the considerations to be highlighted is the location 





the issue on how individuals or objects are being identified within the whole location 
identification value chain.  From table 4.1, it can be seen that most of these technologies 
provides location identification based on the device carried. Conversely, in the case of 
RFID, location identification is based on the unique identification of the RFID tags 
instead of the device itself.  Most importantly, this technology has proven capable of 




 This chapter has several functions, including identifying the capabilities, 
limitations of positioning technologies like GPS, 2G/3G cellular network, WLAN, 
Assisted GPS, RFID and GIS. These technologies were critically addressed in terms of 
accuracy, coverage, and costs, which allows this research project to stays within the 
integration requirements as previous stated in Chapter two, section 2.2. Also, other 
factors which might affect the development process were also been critically discussed.  
 
 As the Hierarchical Positioning System proposed an integrated environment 
which encompassed different selected positioning technologies, it is necessary to identify 
the capabilities of what each of these technologies can offer when they are integrated. 
The section on the overview of positioning technologies outlines, the usage of any of 
these positioning technologies at anytime is a trade-off between accuracy, coverage, cost 
and other considerations for a single location request. This shows that it is not possible to 
generally rely on one single technology to cater to the increasing demand of location 
information needs, which again enhance the needs to provide an integrated platform to 
fulfill the location identification needs 
 
In summation, the discussion within this chapter has analysed a variety of selected 
positioning technologies and associated issues which impact upon what each these 
technologies can overcome one another’s limitations when integrating them. In order to 





platform for precise location identification, these capabilities, limitations and issues will 
to be considered on the whole in the next chapter. The result of this process will offer a 
strong ground on the knowledge of these technologies, which will facilitate the 
development processes when integrating them into a single system; Hierarchical 






Chapter Five – The Integrated Environment 
 
5.1 Introduction  
 
Previous chapters of this research have introduced and built upon the concepts of 
the increasing needs for location information. The current gap on the lack of a single 
positioning technology indicates a need exists for the development of the proposed HPS. 
A comprehensive list of positioning technologies has been identified for the integrated 
environment. Also, capabilities and limitations of these technologies have been critically 
addressed based on the integration requirements as previously highlighted in chapter 2, 
section 2.2. In addition, other issues pertaining to the success of integration were also 
considered. Nevertheless, there is a need to further analysis the data collected from 
investigating each of the technologies addressed in chapter four. This is to assess the 
possibilities of integrating these technologies into a single system, to be able to cater to 
the current needs of location information according to the requirements.  
 
In essence, this chapter will first be conducting an evaluation of all the technologies 
that were previously described. Within this analysis, capabilities, limitations and issues 
previously identified will be evaluated altogether. The aim is to overcome the limitations 
of specific technologies by means of supplementary and complementary innovations 
working together. Once these considerations and their impact upon the HPS framework 
have been acknowledged, relationship of these technologies within the HPS will be 
ascertained. This will allow the research to establish the overall competency of these 
technologies when they are integrated. 
 
Next, discussions will be focused on identifying the technical interoperability 
between these technologies, which will be used to establish the possibilities and proof 
feasibility of integrating these technologies, to potentially bind them together into a 





which forms the basis for understanding in which the proposed HPS to be developed is 
achievable. 
 
5.2 Evaluation of Positioning Technologies   
 
 Providing seamless location information is a challenging engineering task. It is 
palpable that the integration of available positioning technologies is necessary. At 
current, GPS have been identified as one of the best technologies in terms of accuracy, 
however with the limitations of only being able to provide location information outdoors. 
Also, longer time-to-first-fix and the high consumption of power place restrictions on the 
GPS ability to provide location information in life threatening situations where rapid 
location information is required. These limitations are identified as critical factors which 
are needed to be supplemented. 
 
 Cellular networks, which was the next technology being addressed, have shown 
with the capability on providing location information in urban areas, possibly indoors if 
with adequate cells are present. Not withstanding the fact that it is widely available, 
improvements on its accuracy requires the addition of cells. Limitations such as the cost 
of services with some of the current pricing plan have also restricted the user’s 
willingness to request location information, especially when the information needed 
requires a longer timeframe. Most importantly, accuracy of such technology is generally 
not sufficient for catering to certain positioning needs.  
 
 Conversely, by understanding the capabilities and limitations of WLANs, it has 
allowed this research to identify the possibilities of improving the accuracy problem that 
cellular networks encompassed. Also, with the current actions of improving the accuracy 
of WLANs by several switch makers to accommodate to the E911 mandate, greater 
accuracy on location information will soon be a reality. Despite of all its capabilities 
however, WLANs have its inherent limitations. WLAN’s coverage is limited by the 
Access Point’s detection range; maximum coverage can only be achieved in the size of 






 Assisted-GPS, a system which relies on a combinations of the legacy GPS and 
cellular networks to provide accurate location information, have been identified as the 
best solutions to meet the accuracy requirements of the E911 mandate. Even so, this 
system is deemed useless without the presence of assisted server or reference network.  
Conversely, with capabilities of providing rapid Time-To-First-Fix (TTFF), high 
sensitivity and low power consumption of the receiver unit, this system have proven its 
worth to be highlighted as potential capabilities, which will be considerate when 
developing the proposed HPS.  
 
 RFID, which was identified as one of the most promising and anticipated 
technologies in recent years, has the capability of reading tags without the need of Line-
of-sight. In addition, with the advantage of extreme difficulty on counterfeiting RFID 
chips, this positioning technology can be foresee as part of the HPS to provide unique 
identification as previously mentioned by Vashney.196 . Although this technology has the 
limitation of read range between the tags and the reader, it has nevertheless proven as the 
technology that enables the unique identification of individuals or objects to be provided 
with location information. 
 
 At current, all of the position technologies do not provide a standard means of 
location representation. For example, a legacy GPS, depending on the receiver, will 
pinpoint location in terms of longitude, latitude and altitude. This form of location 
information does not allow people, especially for those who are not trained to understand 
such information and interpret their current location. Additionally, the above-mentioned 
technologies currently require some sort of visual representation when location 
information is achieved. Although with some limitations, it is nevertheless significant to 
note that GIS can be seen as one of the technologies which provide the ease of 
interpreting location information into uniquely viewable spatial data within the integrated 
environment. 
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5.3 Categorisation of Positioning Technologies 
 
Depending on the requirements of each service, different positioning technologies 
are needed. Positioning accuracy is a critical factor when selecting a positioning 
technology for different services. Each positioning technology provides location 
information in its own unique way. As highlighted by Goran et al, every positioning 
technology has its own positioning logic where signal are measured to provide location 
information.197  Also, according to the FCC requirements, it has classified the positioning 
techniques in network-based and handset-based. For network-based method, accuracy 
must be within 100 meters for 67% of all calls and 300 meters for 95% of all calls. On the 
other hand, handset-based method must be accurate to within 50 meters for 67% of calls 
and 150 meters for 95% of all calls.198  
 
 
Figure 5.1:  Categories of Positioning Technologies 
 
 To conform to the FCC rules, the proposed HPS should be able to cater to the 
requirements. Additionally, as the proposed HPS is an integrated environment with 
different selected technologies, calculations for location information can be done at any 
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part of the system. It is thus necessary to clearly identify which category these selected 
technologies belong to. As shown in figure 5.1, these selected technologies will be 
categorised into three different categories, namely device-based technology, network-
based technology and hybrid positioning technology. The first category was characterised 
by the fact that the provisioning of position data is done by a mobile device (positioning 
logic resides on the mobile device) while a network-based technology makes use of the 
network (positioning logic resides within the network). For the legacy GPS, as the 
computation of location information is done on the receiver by acquiring information 
from the satellites, GPS is therefore a typical example of a device-based technology. On 
the other hand, as cellular networks commonly relies on information to which 
transmitting mast(s) the mobile device is current attached to estimate the position of the 
mobile device, cellular networks thus falls into the category of a network-based 
technology.  Similar, as WLANs acquire location information by the use of more than 
one access point in a given area is facilitated by the use of cell structures, which are alike 
to what mobile phone providers used to maintain their coverage with their mobile 
users,199 WLANs is also considered as a network-based technology. 
 
As previously mentioned, assisted-GPS can be described as a system where 
outside sources, such as assisted server and reference network to aid a GPS receiver 
perform the task of location determination. As such, assisted-GPS may be perceived as a 
hybrid positioning technology, by combining device-based and network-based 
positioning logic. In the case of RFID and GIS as shown in the figure 5.1, both 
technologies do not work alone to provide comprehensive location information, but 
dependent on other positioning technologies to allow to enable tracking. As highlighted 
by Kenneth et al200, “RFID is a technology which allows very cheap wireless tags to 
communicate identification to an interrogating reader located some distance.” Similarly, 
as noted by Michael and Masters, “GIS can be viewed as an integrated technology”. 
Therefore, to enable both technologies to effectively work as one type of positioning 
technology, it requires the reliance of other positioning technologies. This hence explains 
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the reason for why RFID and GIS are presented as a type of positioning technology, 
however depending on other positioning technologies is necessary.  
 
5.3.1 Dependency Relationship 
 
Significantly, by categorizing the selected technologies in the previous section, it 
has also allowed this research to identify the overall dependency relationship of these 
disparate technologies when integrated as part of the HPS (figure 5.2). Importantly, by 
identifying the dependency relationship of these technologies, it will provide this research 
with a more detailed understanding on how these technologies can better interoperate 
with each other by means of supplementary and complementary innovations when 










By knowing the vast availability of cellular coverage and the ability to quickly 
identify location, this fact thus makes the dependency level for this technology to be the 
lowest within the HPS. Also, this makes the cellular network the final fall-back for 
performing a location request within the HPS when none of the selected technologies is 
able to carry out the location request. On the other hand, although WLANs has the same 
ability to quickly extract location information about of mobile devices, nevertheless, as 
compared to the cellular networks, WLANs still do not have the same coverage. This 
therefore results to why the dependency level of WLANs is higher than the cellular 
networks.  Conversely, as GPS requires a certain means for sending the location request 
to the requestor, which odd be in the case when the location requestor is not the one 
carrying the mobile device, the dependency level of GPS will consequently be higher 
than WLANs and the cellular networks.  
 
As previously mentioned, assisted-GPS is categorised as a hybrid positioning 
technology, which requires outside sources such as assisted server and reference network 
to assist a GPS receiver to perform location determination. For that reason, the 
dependency level of assisted-GPS is higher than the legacy GPS as it requires the 
presence of cellular networks and the legacy GPS to enable tracking. Similarly, In the 
case of RFID and GIS as shown in the figure 5.2, both technologies may be perceived as 
having the high dependency level as compared to the rest of the other technologies. This 
is with the fact that both technologies do not work alone to provide comprehensive 
location information within the proposed integrated environment, but highly dependent 
on other positioning technologies to allow to enable tracking.  
 
In short, by categorising these disparate technologies, it has permitted this 
research to precisely determine the relationship of these technologies within the HPS. 
The result of such determination has allowed this research to ascertain which positioning 
technologies will best fit into different location request within the integrated 
environment, to be able to support a range of location accuracies, network coverage, 
aligned with the integration requirements to seamlessly provide location information 





5.4 Capability Evaluation of Integrated Environment                                                                 
 
 In the current state, different applications acquiring location information are 
challenged by the complexity of selecting and accessing the appropriate technology. With 
the aim to overcome the limitations of these technologies by means of supplementary and 
complementary innovations, this section will now provide an overview on how these 




Figure 5.3: Combined Capabilities of Selected Technologies  
  
 Within the integrated environment, the proposed HPS performance envisioned 
here deals with providing location information in both indoor and outdoor contexts. It is 
clear that the preferred technology (based on the requirements of the service) will not be 
absolute and allow flexibility, in order to provide seamless location identification with 
the best possible accuracy. Referring to figure 5.2, in situations where one technology is 





employed to handle the request. The criteria for selecting for choosing the next best 
technology to complement the initial technology will be based on the service 
requirements and the current environment as the benchmark. For instance, when GPS is 
not available due to inherent limitations of LOS requirements of satellites, the cellular 
network can be used to supplement when accuracy is not a crucial requirement for the 
location request. Conversely, when precision is required and in situations when cellular 
network coverage is not available, WLAN can instead be used to overcome this 
limitation. Nevertheless, the situation arises when there are requirements of short Time-
To-First-Fix (TTFF) and maintaining similar accuracy of which legacy GPS can offer, 
assisted-GPS can be the complementary technology for such needs. Most importantly, 
with regards to the limitation of high power consumption, except for the legacy GPS, any 
of the complementing technologies earlier mentioned can be employed to supplement this 
limitation. 
 
 From, previous chapter, it can be seen that acquiring location information using 
cellular network offers the most inaccurate positioning with a potential error of up to 
several kilometers (table 4.1). This major limitation has directly made cellular networks 
inadequate for fulfilling location request such as routing services which require a much 
higher accuracy. In such instances, limitations can be complemented by the legacy GPS 
system, assisted-GPS or WLAN, depending on the current environment and the service 
requirements of the location request as shown in figure 5.2. For example, when a location 
service is requested in an indoor environment when accuracy is required, the cellular 
networks limitation can be complemented by employing the use of assisted-GPS. On the 
other hand, in situations when there is no cellular network coverage, location request can 
be fulfilled by WLAN.  
 
 As previously highlighted, WLAN’s coverage is limited by the Access Point’s 
(AP) detection range. When in situations where the mobile device to be tracked is out of 
detection range, another technology may be employed to handle the request, depending 
on the next best technology which is able to satisfy the request. Although interferences is 





limitation can be significantly reduced with the use of spread-spectrum technology; 
which maximises bandwidth usage and minimizes interference with other devices.201 In 
contrast, it is clear that assisted-GPS requires the presence of aiding servers and cellular 
networks to conduct location identifications. Nevertheless this shortfall can be 
complemented by the legacy GPS if outdoors or even by WLAN if indoors. Conversely, 
if the location request does not require precision and without the presence of aiding 
servers, the cellular networks can even be used if within cellular coverage.  
 
 Within the scope of location identification services, the mobile device has always 
been the main focus that bridges the location requestors and person or object to be 
tracked. Nevertheless, this is seen as an insufficiency on providing location information 
to the required level of detail. For example, as highlighted in chapter two, section 2.3.5, 
although products like Digital Angel have accentuated the ability to provide location 
identification of a lost child, wandering pets and even itinerant Alzheimer’s patients,202 it 
is nevertheless important to note that location information provided is actually on the 
mobile device carried. Within the integrated environment, as RFID is able to provide 
unique identification, this capability could be used to complement the rest of the 
positioning technologies, to allow unique identifications of individuals or objects, and not 
just the mobile device. This can be done by providing RFID reader onto the mobile 
device and the tag onto those individuals who are to be tracked. Additionally, this solves 
the limitation of the RFID; short reading range. 
 
 Regardless of the location solution employed by different positioning 
technologies, the objective is nevertheless the same; to provide location identification to 
the location requestor. To eliminate the limitation of not having a standard visual 
representation, GIS will thus be the main player within the integrated environment, which 
provide unified visual representations. In short, GIS is a meaningful tool, to provide 
accurate and relevant location information to the end users within the proposed HPS. 
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Figure 5.4:  Population Density Gradients and Urban Forms. 
Source: http://www.unc.edu/~jdruck/Merged%20Final.pdf 
 
 In summation, the overall capabilities when these selected technologies are 
integrated have been shown. Undeniably, integrating each of these technologies has 
shown an increase in their power manifold203, especially in the context of precise location 
identification. By adopting the use of complementary and supplementary technology 
innovations204, this integrated environment is able to support the diverse location 
requirements of both current and even possible future services. The overall functionality 
has also revealed the capabilities of this integrated environment to support a range of 
location accuracies, network coverage, aligned with the integration requirements to 
seamlessly provide location information to even local level of details. In short, with the 
limitations of each of these technologies being addressed, this integrated environment has 
achieved the ability to cater to the current needs of precise location identification, 
especially where most people spend their time. (Figure 5.4)  
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Up to this point, positioning technologies which make up the Hierarchical 
Positioning System have been discussed on a singular basis so that an understanding of 
the capabilities and limitations of each could be made. Capabilities, limitations and issues 
pertaining to the success of overcoming the limitations of these technologies have been 
evaluated altogether. Also, relationship and overall capabilities of the integrated 
environment have been addressed. Although all these commitments towards this research 
have allowed the establishment of an overall competency of the integrated environment, 
it is nevertheless important to note that each of the positioning technologies critically 
analysed was initially designed to work alone. 
 
 To accomplish in the development of an integrated environment to allow seamless 
interaction among disparate technologies, it is necessary to identify the technical 
interoperability between these technologies. Achieving such, it will allow this thesis to 
establish the possibilities and feasibility of integrating these technologies, to potentially 
bind them together into an integrated environment. Therefore, the intentional focus of the 
forthcoming section will be on identifying the links of these disparate technologies in 
current market deployment. 
 
5.5.2 Decomposition of Roles within HPS 
  
 As the proposed HPS is an integrated environment with different selected 
technologies, the HPS landscape is characterized by high decentralization of these 
positioning technologies regarding the location information provisioning processes. 
Calculations for location determination can be done at any part of the system, thus 
making it difficult to identify where each of these technologies are being employed and 
how they are linked to perform localisation. Managing to tie the link, which allows a 










Figure 5.5: Decomposition of the Hierarchical Positioning System  
 
Location Processor: The actual location identifications are done and contributed by the 
Processor within the integrated environment. As shown, this sphere comprises of four 
main positioning technologies. Based on the current service requirements and technical 
conditions of the location requestor, this sphere provides the location information 
utilising any positioning technologies that is needed to fulfill the service in the most 
suitable approach. The derived location information will subsequently be sent to the 
location supplier. 
 
Location Supplier: The supplier addresses the actual technical device utilised in the 





requesting location of another device carrier. Instances where requestor acquiring 
services that on their behalf localise themselves or other device holders, positioning 
technologies like GIS and RFID reader is embedded onto the mobile device. On the other 
hand, when requestor demands location information of another device carrier from a 
stationary point, (e.g. services offered by Digital Angel) the immobile technical device 
will only be provided with GIS. The main role of GIS when utilised, provides unified 
visual representations of the location information contributed by the Location Processor. 
Conversely, RFID reader embedded will provide unique identifications of the tracked 
individuals or objects and send to the Location Processor. 
 
Location Requestor: This element deals with any person acquiring location services that 
on their behalf localise themselves or other device carriers within the HPS. To allow the 
unique identification of individuals or objects, RFID tags will be “carried” by the 
Location Requestor. This allows the RFID reader embedded on the mobile device to read 
the tags carried by the track targets, achieving the capability of unique identifications 
within the HPS. The unique identity is then collected by the mobile device, which 
subsequently sends to the Location Processor. 
 
5.5.3 Interoperability within HPS  
 
 Having defined where these disparate technologies will contribute within the 
location value chain, the previous section have achieved the identification of where each 
of these technologies are being employed and how they are linked to perform localisation 
within the HPS. Nevertheless, to allow this thesis to establish the possibilities and 
feasibility of integrating these technologies, identifying the technical interoperability 
between them is indispensable. Therefore in this section, focus will be on exploring the 
interoperability of these technologies based on the sphere and architecture elements as 






5.5.3.1 Interoperability within Location Processor 
 
To achieve interoperability between these technologies, one major consideration 
will be the capability of the mobile device carried. The mobile device should be able to 
combine all those functionalities that are required to acquire location identification from 
these technologies within the Location Processor. As highlighted in chapter two, section 
2.4.2, due to the fact that GPS has several limitations, it has been long recognized by 
LaMarca et al and other authors that cellular network can be well integrated to work with 
GPS. 
(205, 206
, 207,208)  Additionally, to meet the FCC regulation for future cellular phones to 
transmit accurate location when calling the emergency number, 9-1-1, many companies, 
including Qualcomm have embedded a GPS receiver into their cellular phones.209 Also, in 
the current market trend, many products are utilising the integrated capabilities of GPS 
and the cellular networks. One such example will be the MicroBust cellular tracking 
system from Earthtrack, which enables product users to track their vehicle.210 Therefore, 
achieving interoperability between these 2 positioning technologies is viable. 
 
As previously mentioned, the reason for the increasing use of assisted-GPS is no 
only due to its ability on achieving fast TTFF, low power consumption, but also to 
provide accurate location information in outdoor, urban to indoor environment. One such 
example is the hybrid assisted-GPS solution provided by SnapTrack Inc. Taking the 
advantage of the complementary nature of both cellular network and GPS positioning 
technologies, this solution makes use of the network information and satellite-based GPS 
information to improve the accuracy, sensitivity, fast TTFF and positioning availability in 
one single handset.211 Most importantly, with the fact the assisted-GPS has the advantage 
of the complementary nature of both cellular network and GPS positioning technologies, 
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this means that interoperability between legacy GPS system, cellular network and 
assisted- GPS is undemanding. 
 
Although at current, there are no mobile devices which have the functional 
capabilities of GPS, WLAN and Cellular Networks, nevertheless the idea of integrating 
these technologies have long been appreciated. For example, a small group of hardcore 
GPS geeks have recently developed a piece of software named Navizon, which 
successfully blends GPS, WLAN and cellular signals together into one accurate and 
powerful mobile geo-location system.212 This software works by triangulating signals 
broadcasted from Wi-Fi accesses points and Cellular network and the stored GPS data 
from the Navizon database to achieve localisation. 
 
The idea of performing such integration is not new. In 2001, SkyCross Inc. has 
developed a single embedded antenna that supports cellular, GPS and WLAN 
applications.213 In addition, the company had highlighted that wireless handset 
manufacturers had begun integrating wireless data port into their mobile devices which 
utilised the 2.4GHz ISM frequency band. This is done so as to increase the utility of 
mobile devices.214  Also, in recent, multi-function Smart-phone with standard cellular 
function and WLAN function have hit the current wireless market.  One such recent 
product of smart-phone will be the Qtek 8300, which has WLAN functionality embedded 
into a mobile handset.215  With such strong endorsement, it is therefore not hard to 
envision the interoperability between GPS, WLAN and cellular positioning technology 
into one tri-wireless mobile device in near future. 
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5.5.3.2 Integration within Location Supplier 
 
 Having identified how positioning technologies like GIS and RFID have been 
utilised within the element of Location Supplier, it is important to identify the possibility 
of integrating these technologies into a single mobile device. As previously highlighted, 
GIS is computer software that links geographic information like “where things are” with 
descriptive information of “what things are”. As noted by Goughnour, the early 
existences of GIS were generally confined to powerful, stand-alone computers with the 
GIS database operated and maintained.
216
 Nevertheless in the current market trend, GIS 
in mobile device has rapidly gained its momentum. As noted by Harrington, “few major 
GIS developers have already introduced software packages to run on mobile platform, 
and many more will follow in the next few years.”
217
 In addition, as highlighted by 
Duffy, “As GIS becomes more fully integrated into cell phones, it's likely that users will 
also be able to geographically find out where their friends are—a service that is already 
available in Japan.”
218
 Therefore, it is not long before GIS applications will be fully 
incorporated into any mobile 
 
 One the other hand, as compared to having GIS integrated into a mobile device, 
incorporating RFID reader onto a mobile device is unproblematic. This is with the fact 
that such integration has already been offered in the market. One such example will be 
the RFID phone reader produced by Nokia, the world largest provider of cell phones.
219
 
The RFID reader which was embedded on a GSM phone, allows the RFID data collected 
to be sent over via the cellular network. Another interesting featured of this phone is that 
it enables the user to call for help automatically in emergency situations, by calling a 
predefined number when a particular tag is read.  Although the current read range of the 
RFID reader phone is only 2 to 3 centimeters (0.8 to 1.2 inches), nevertheless with the 
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admission of the Near Field Communication (NFC), a two way peer-to-peer technology 
that provides easy and secure communications between various devices, reading range is 
expected to be improved in the near future.
220
 Therefore, it is achievable for GIS and 
RFID reader to perform jointly within a device. 
 
5.5.3.3 RFID Tag on Location requestor 
 
 RFID tags appear in different forms in the current market. There are all kinds of 
RFID chips out there for all kinds of purposes. Implanting animals with RFID chips has 
become standard practice for identity purposes, and has generally met with great success. 
Tags are also used in library books,221 health care industry,222 pallet tracking223 and 
building access control224 and even apparel tracking.225 In addition, they are commonly                                                                                                                       
used as identification badges, replacing earlier magnetic stripe cards.226 In recent, RFID 
was also been embedded onto credit cards, which allows the user to make purchases 
without the need to swipe their card.227  
  
 While implantable RFID chips have been typically used for animal tagging, 
nevertheless in recent years it has been used in human. Kevin Warwick, a professor of 
Cybernetics at Reading University, was the first person whom implanted a chip in his 
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arm in 1998.228 Having a RFID chip implanted into human subcutaneous tissue, Applied 
Digital Solution (the chip maker) put forward these “unique under-the-skin format’ as 
solution to secure building access, computer access, storage of medical records, anti-
kidnapping initiatives and a variety of law-enforcement applications.229 One such example 
will be the Mexico City police department, which implanted approximately 170 of their 
police officers with RFID chip, to allow access to police databases and even track them in 
case of kidnapping.230 Therefore, through such understanding of the usages of RFID tags, 
achieving the capability of unique identifications within the HPS is thus promising. 
 
5.5.4   Evaluation of Integration Prospect  
  
 Previous sections of this chapter have revealed with the understanding that the 
selected technologies can overcome one another’s limitations. Indisputably, the overall 
performance of the HPS has shown with the ability to support the diverse location 
information needs of both current and future services. Also, it has shown with the ability 
to meet the FCC regulation on E911. Significantly, with the understanding that each of 
these disparate technologies was initially designed to work alone, this research have 
decomposed the HPS landscape to allow clear perceptive of how these disparate 
technologies will contribute within the location identification value chain. The aim as 
previous stated was to establish the possibilities and feasibility of integrating these 
technologies. Indeed, after a detailed analysed on the interoperability of these 
technologies within the HPS landscape, the results have shed lights on the possibilities 
and has proven feasible for these technologies to be integrated.  In short, all the analysed 
committed have revealed that the proposed HPS is not only theoretical feasible, but also 
technically realistic to be integrated.    
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5.6 Hierarchical Positioning System Review and Conclusion 
 
The Hierarchical Positioning System has been proposed to address a specific gap 
in the ability of current positioning technologies; the lack of a single technology to 
support the diverse location information needs, sustained by background literature from 
various authors, researchers and documents illustrated across different phases of a 
complete location identification intervention.  
 
Table 5.1 Performance Review Matrix 
Comparison of Positioning Technologies  
Attributes HPS GPS Cellular 
Network 
WLAN A-GPS RFID GIS 
High Accuracy Y Y  N N Y  V V 
Wide Coverage Y N N N Y V V 
Low Cost  Y Y N Y Y Y Y 
Short TTFF Y* N Y Y Y V V 
Low Battery consumption Y* N Y Y Y V V 
Visual Representation Y N N N N N Y 
Unique Identification Y N N N N Y N 
Key:  Y = Yes  N = No  V = Variable Y* =   When Not Employing Legacy GPS 
 
As stated in chapter one, section 1.3.1, the main aim of this research project is to 
develop a logical architecture of Hierarchical Positioning System, which explores the use 
of complementary and supplementary technology innovations to address deficiencies of 
individual positioning technologies. Also, the integration requirements as highlighted in 
chapter 2, section 2.2.2 have provided with the concise guideline to allow focus on the 
development. Together, both criterions have permitted this research to accumulatively 
acknowledge few main attributes for reviewing the overall capabilities of any positioning 
technologies. Recognizing these, a comparison matrix is created, which allows this 
research to conduct a review on the concrete performance of the integrated environment, 






The combinations of technologies, deployed as a single environment, had proven 
to address and surmount other technology’s limitations, and allow flexibility of 
positioning identifications aligned with the different circumstances and service 
requirements. Most significantly, with the decomposition of the whole HPS landscape 
into different elements, it permits the research to project a clear overview on how these 
disparate technologies can contribute within the location identification value chain. Also, 
the results have shed lights on the possibilities and proven feasible for these technologies 
to be technically assimilated into one single system. Though such integration, the 
Hierarchical Positioning System has achieved, no only overcoming limitations of other 
positioning technologies, but also providing an environment which are able to cater to the 
diverse needs on precise location identification. Finally, the result of these attainments 
will be the logical architecture of Hierarchical Positioning System, presented with detail 






Chapter Six –The Hierarchical Positioning System 
 
6.1 Introduction  
 
 Previous chapters of this thesis have introduced and built upon the concepts on 
the increasing needs on location determination, which results on understanding the lack 
of the current state of technology adoption that could satisfy the desires. This reasoning 
why such needs exists for an integrated system was established from the review of 
literature and where different technology used in prior location determination have shown 
insufficiency. The Hierarchical Positioning System will now be described which binds 
the research and discussion threads together from throughout the research. The distinct 
lack of a single technology integrated with comprehensive positioning determination 
capabilities, will be addressed by the Hierarchical Positioning System. Location 
requestors will benefit from the integrated capabilities offered by the framework rather 
than not achieving the needs by the positioning technologies currently exists. 
 
 This chapter commences with a formal description of the framework’s 
distinguishing requirements and characteristics; the foundations on which the 
Hierarchical Positioning System architecture is built upon. Once these requirements have 
been highlighted, framework modules, their accompanying functions and relationship are 
introduced. The understanding of requirements and characteristics was built upon the 
knowledge addressed from the previous chapters, which provides indicative framework 
functionality, interoperability when deployed. In short, this chapter presents the 
Hierarchical Positioning System as an end-to-end, encapsulated technology integrated 










 Having identified the need for an integrated system to be developed to cater to the 
current and the growing needs for precise location identification, this chapter presents the 
proposed Hierarchical Positioning System (HPS). The proposed system consists of 
several heterogeneous positioning technologies including GPS, Assisted-GPS, 2G/3G 
cellular networks, wireless location area networks (WLANs), radio frequency 
identification (RFID) and geographical Information system (GIS) to support diverse 










 With the proposed HPS, the precision needs can be satisfied by using one of the 
several positioning technologies, which provides differing levels of location accuracy. 
Extensive coverage is achieved by providing indoor and outdoor coverage to fixed and 
mobile users in local as well as wide area environments. To attain these however, the 
system requires the following to be achieved: 
 
1. User device to be equipped with multiple functions. (e.g. a device equipped with 
GPS chip, RFID transceiver and cellular phone function)  
2. Location co-ordination among networks (proposed system supports the roaming 
of a user across multiple networks.) 
3. Users/objects to be implanted with RFID passive tag (Allow unique identification 
of objects or people) 
 
 With the above requirements being achieved, access to multiple networks can thus 
be attained, which also enhances the infrastructure dependability. With the HPS 
architecture dependability requirement, supported by multiple network functions of the 
device, these allow interoperability at any level of the architecture. It is therefore 
achievable for the location requestors or providers to obtain location information, using 
only one positioning technology or multiple technologies to attain the accuracy needs. 
Additionally, with location co-ordination among networks, continuous location 
information can also be achieved by switching from one network to another, especially in 
places only where other networks within the HPS are not able to provide services to the 
area due to poor signal strength. For example, places where cellular network’s signal 







6.2.2 Wireless Multicast Support  
 
 
Figure 6.2: Multicast support in the proposed HPS 
 
 One of the requirements of m-commerce applications is wireless multicast 
support.231 It is necessary for applications involving multiple users and entities, such as 
multiplayer games, mobile advertising and location-based services. Therefore in the 
proposed HPS, wireless multicast could be supported by satellite systems, cellular 2G/3G 
systems and WLANs, using a selective broadcast or a tree-based multicast approach 
depending on the needs of the location requestors or the service providers.232 However, to 
allow multicast functions, the service providers must ensure that users, products and 
services are covered by one or more wireless networks. In addition, such coverage 
requires that wireless networks from multiple providers be interoperable. For that reason, 
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the proposed HPS requires the interoperability between multiple network providers to 
facilitate multicast support.  
 




Figure 6.3:  Selecting a location scheme or network using aggregated location information 
 
 To allow location co-ordination among heterogeneous positioning technologies, a 
middleware is required to manage the interaction among these disparate technologies. 
Similar to the architecture middleware proposed by Vashney,233 the HPS middleware 
negotiates or requests specific requirements (precision, response time, etc) from multiple 
networks or location schemes as shown in figure 6.3. The HPS server translates 
application’s requirements, together with GIS location information into specific location 
attributes such as location precision and response time for the HPS. Additionally, it can 
also translate network performance attributes into specific requirements support. These 
capabilities are mandatory for negotiating application’s requirements, which permits the 
selection of the appropriate location schemes (selecting/ prioritizing technologies in 
correct order for efficient tracking). The protocol and steps used by the HPS middleware 
are shown in figure 6.4. 









Figure 6.4: Protocol used in the HPS 
 
 As each positioning technology encompassed limitations, the trade-off between 
the number of users needing the location tracking and possible response time will also be 
processed by the HPS middleware. Additionally, besides the former, response time will 
be dictated by the urgency of location information required. For example, when in 
emergency situations like traffic accident, location tracking for such will be taken priority 
over the rest of other requests and be handled first, within the shortest response time 
possible.  
 
 Assuming location co-ordinations among networks providers, HPS middleware 
will also support location management negotiation when the location the mobile device to 
be tracked is out of its home network while roaming to another network. By providing 
these functions, the HPS middleware will thus allow the seamless interaction among 
these disparate technologies as a single positioning system.  
  
 In order to illustrate how HPS enables the unified provisioning of location 
information, the description of individual components of the HPS will be presented. 











Figure 6.5: How GPS function in HPS 
 
 In the proposed HPS, GPS is used to provide location information on outdoor. 
The location precision achieved is in the range of a few to several hundred meters, 
depending on location conditions. Within the HPS, when the device receives location 
information of a specific area from GPS satellites, the information will then be sent to the 
HPS server via the cellular network (e.g. via GSM) for processing as show in figure 6.5. 
The processed location information will subsequently be forwarded to the GIS 
application server for mapping. Eventually, aggregated location information will be 
presented to the requestor in the form of GIS representation, together with the unique 
identity of the person or the object to be tracked. Additionally, depending on the services 







6.2.5 Functionality of 2G/3G Cellular Networks 
 
 As previously highlighted, accuracy of tracking a user using cellular networks is 
heavily dependant on the size of the cell site. Therefore, positioning identifications using 
pure (Cell ID) cellular networks is only feasible when precision is not a requirement. (e.g. 
fleet tracking). To increase the accuracy of locating a user, smaller location area with a 
reduced cell size and number of cells are required. The reduction allows better accuracy 





Figure 6.6: Proposed positioning techniques in Cellular Networks  
 
 If greater precision is required, many positioning techniques like Differential GPS 
(DGPS) or Angle of Arrival (AOA) and Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) are 
available.234 The hybrid technique by using AOA and TDOA locate a mobile device by 
processing the difference in signal arrival times at three or more antennas sites, 
commonly known as base station triangulation. Additionally, the hybrid technique by 
using Time of Arrival (TOA) and AOA can also be used,235 with the flexibility of 
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utilizing only one base station, as show in the figure 6.6. This method which calculates 
the range and bearing of an object from a point of reference, is a common technique used 
for marine radar navigation.236 As highlighted by Raja, “[a]n understanding of the 
relationship of the accuracy of each technique to different environments will help to 
combine the measurement types optimally”.237 Therefore in the proposed HPS, better 
accuracy can be achieved with either base station triangulation or hybrid TOA/AOA 




Figure 6.7:  How Cellular Networks work in HPS  
 
 Eventually, when location information is determined, it will be sent via the 
network to the HPS server for processing as shown in figure 6.7. The processed location 
information will subsequently be forwarded to the GIS application server for mapping. 
Lastly, aggregated location information will be presented to the requestor in the form of 
GIS representation, fulfilling the location and identity request. 
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6.2.6 Functionality of Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) 
 
 Although some of the cellular positioning techniques can be used in indoor 
location tracking, nevertheless many indoor applications involve higher location 
precision. Additionally, situations may arise at certain indoor locations where weak 
cellular signal strengths are not able to provide location tracking. Therefore to overcome 




Figure 6.8:  How WLANs work in HPS  
 
 In the proposed HPS, Access points (AP) are kept closer, with the exact location 
information of each AP kept in the database of the location server of the WLANs as 
shown in figure 6.8. These allow co-operation in location tracking of radio-enabled 
devices, users, products and services. As mentioned by Seppänen et al, two methods can 
be used to build the database: empirical measurements and radio propagation models.238  
With each known AP’s position, the radius of each cell will be identified and determined 
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as the minimum of location accuracy and the coverage of the indoor area. Additionally, 
with programs like the Microsoft Compact Framework application which consisted a 
module for detecting WLAN access points using a WLAN device,239 these also allows 
WLAN devices to identify the location information of all access points within a local area 
network. Having such, WLANs will thus increase the precision needs according to the 
requirements. Subsequently, location information obtained by the WLANs will be sent to 
the HPS server via the cellular network (e.g. via GSM) or through the internet connection 
of the WLANs if any. In addition, identity of the object or person to be tracked may also 
be sent, depending on the services required. 
 
6.2.7 Assisted-GPS (AGP) 
 
 Of above mentioned technologies, they are generally able to cater to any specific 
needs in terms of precision. However emergency situations may arise when precision and 
rapid time taken to determine device’s location are crucial, especially in life threatening 
situations (e.g. in a road accident).  
 
 
Figure 6.9:  How Assisted-GPS work in HPS  
 While cellular networks offer reasonable location accuracy in urban areas with 
high base-station density, performance in suburban and rural areas are often inconsistent 
and less accurate. In some cases, inaccuracy in some rural areas could be several 
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kilometers, which can be adequate for some applications like traffic reports, however not 
sufficient for demanding services like personal navigation and E-911. To overcome such 
situations, assisted-GPS is therefore proposed to overcome such limitations, to cater to 
needs when location information requires higher precision and rapid time-to-first-fix 
(TTFF). Similarly, when location information is determined, it will be sent via the 
networks to the HPS server, eventually be presented to the requestor in the form of GIS 
representation after forwarding to the GIS application server for mapping. 
 
6.2.8 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) 
 
 As highlighted by D’Hont, “RFID uses wireless links to uniquely identify objects 
or people using dedicated short-range communications.240 In addition, Michael and 
Masters have highlighted that “RFID implants are most useful when the bearer is unable 
to communicate and requires to ‘be found’ without seemingly sending out an intentional 
signal.241 It is therefore necessary to provide positioning technologies like RFID that are 
able to uniquely provide identity of objects or people that are to be tracked. 
 
 
Figure 6.10:  How RFID work in HPS 
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 Therefore in the proposed HPS, the RFID tag is not only wearable or luggable on 
objects, but also implanted into sub-dermal layer of the skin of human to allow unique 
identifications of objects or human. Since RFID transponders have limited detectable 
range, the proposed HPS will require the mobile devices to include a RFID transceiver. 
This will not only allow objects or people with RFID implanted tag to be detected by 
their own mobile devices, but also situations when they do not possess a mobile device, 
but possibly relying on nearby mobile devices to uniquely identify them. Additionally, 
unique identity of objects and people can still be achieved without the need to construct 
any multidimensional grid which was previously proposed by Vashney.242 Most 
importantly, the ability of RFID can even be extended to outdoor environment as 
visualised by Michael & Masters.243 
 
 Together with the location information, the unique identity will be sent through 
the cellular networks or the internet, to be processed by the HPS server. Eventually, 
aggregated location information will be presented to the requestor in the form of GIS 
representation, fulfilling the location and identity request. 
 
6.2.9 Geographical Information System (GIS) 
 
 Everything in the world has a relative global position and GIS is able to present 
these positions in many different layers of information which traditional flat paper map 
are not able to. Rapid access to geospatial information is also crucial to decision-making 
in emergency situation when decision makers need to work mutually, using GIS for 
hazard mapping and visualization, and also for improving situation awareness. This is 
especially true with the E-911, where visualization of the location where the emergency 
calls are made is important. With Geospatial information, emergency response unit based 
at fixed locations can be selected and routed for emergency response.244 Additionally, not 
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only are the response units being able to plan the best route to arrive and evacuate, but 
also providing detailed information before the rescuers arrive.    
 
 In the e-commerce point of view, GIS have also contributed to the success of 
Location-based services (LBS), which delivers location-based information whenever 
needed. As highlighted by Kwan, “It is the ability to find geographical location of the 
mobile devices and provide services based on this location information”.245 Additionally, 
Helali et al have underlined that geospatial data and GIS server are the essential 
technology needed fro providing location based services.246 As addressed by Michael and 
Master, “GIS can be viewed as an integrated technology, which merges the “precise 
location and associated attributes of natural and man-made features.”247 
 
  In the proposed HPS, when location information is demanded by a requestor, the 
applications requirements are forwarded to the GIS application server for processing. In 
cases where last known position of the object or person is provided by the requestor, 
geographical information together with the application requirements will be sent to the 
HPS server for processing as shown in figure 6.3. Examples of such geographical 
information are nearest base stations, possible WLANs infrastructures and “clear sky” 
requirement as required for GPS tracking. Nevertheless, if last known position is not 
provided by the requestor, other information like location accuracy required, response 
time, recompensed amount for services acquired and other applications requirements will 
be sent to HPS server for location scheme determination.  Conversely, when location 
information is received by the HPS server via the wireless infrastructure, the information 
will be forwarded to the GIS server for mapping, and lastly be presented to the requestor 
in the form of GIS representation. On the other hand, when the location information is 
requested from a mobile device user, the request will be sent via cellular network or the 
internet to the HPS server, subsequently following the same steps as shown in figure 6.3.   
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 This chapter describes the logical Hierarchical Positioning System that has been 
developed to address the gap on the lack of a single technology to support the current 
diverse location information needs. Given the framework’s distinguishing requirements 
and characteristics, the formal description of has permitted this research to ascertain the 
viability of the integrated environment to achieve extensive indoor and outdoor coverage 
and accessibility to multiple networks. Also, continuous location information can also be 
attained with location co-ordination among networks. To allow the co-ordination among 
heterogeneous positioning technologies, a middleware has been put forward to manage 
the interaction among these disparate technologies. In addition, the description of 
individual components of the HPS was presented and has vigilantly addressed on how 
these disparate technologies could contribute within the location identification value 
chain. Applications requirements in terms of wireless multicast, response time, 
dependability, prioritisation of location requests, context awareness (emergency, anxiety, 
etc) have also been crucially addressed. Overall, the framework discussion was made 
using a ‘high-level’ manner due to the many inter-related conceptual ideas of different 
technologies which make up the Hierarchical Positioning System.  
  
Using the complementary and supplementary technology innovations to address the 
limitations of current technologies, the HPS is capable of supporting the diverse location 
information needs. The cognitive benefits of the Hierarchical Positioning System’s 
conceptual and integrated nature and its distinctive capabilities have illustrated how a 
variety of positioning technologies can be deployed altogether in supporting a range of 
location accuracies, network coverage and seamlessly provide location information. Most 
significantly, it has met the integrated requirements of providing a system with wide 
range coverage, high accuracy according to the requirements of precision and low cost of 
entry.  Through integration, the proposed Hierarchical Positioning has achieved the aim 
of this research. Thus, it is not hard to envisage, the possibility to provide a 
comprehensive solution for precise location identification, indoors, outdoors or to even 





Chapter Seven – Conclusion 
 
7.1 Research Summary 
 
The purpose of this research was to address the lack of a single system to support 
the current and increasing needs of precise location identification, so that a logical 
architecture of an integrated environment by means of supplementary and complementary 
innovations by addressing the deficiencies of selected positioning technologies can be 
developed.  Through a review of literature, historical study of past and current events 
resulting in the discerning pattern of knowledge on the needs for precision of location 
information was achieved. Also, the use of content analysis to retrieve secondary 
information on position positioning devices and applications, organizations, researchers, 
authors, current innovation and other ‘supporting evidence’ were also attained. In 
addition, a list of prospective technologies was significantly identified, so as to conduct 
detailed analysis on each of their capabilities and limitations. Most importantly, by re-
analysing these technologies, it has allowed this research to establish the possibilities of 
integrating these technologies into a single integrated environment. By concluding the 
results of these findings, the progressive nature of knowledge from the increasing need 
for location information to the possibility of developing an integrated environment has 
allowed this research to fulfill the majority of the objectives.  
 
 Resulting for the implementation of this hybrid research strategy was the 
development of the Hierarchical Positioning System architecture. The architecture’s 
distinguishing characteristics of allow flexibility of positioning identifications aligned 
with the different circumstances and service requirements, to seamlessly provide location 
information to even local level of details. Importantly, the framework directly addresses a 
distinct gap of developing a single location identification system, to support the diverse 
range of location accuracies, network coverage, aligned with the integration requirements 






7.2 Significant Findings and Research Contribution 
 
Throughout the course of this research project several significant findings were 
made. The major contributions of this research project to the topic of precise location 
determination will now be discussed in regards to how they satisfy the aim and objectives 
of this thesis.  
7.2.1 Significant Findings 
7.2.1.1 Increasing needs for location identification  
  
 From the traditional means of location determination by the use of “Dead 
Reckoning” to the opening availability of GPS to civilians, many did not take long to 
realised the value of localisation. Also, with the growing trend towards a world where 
people, vehicles, and other mobile objects are getting more and more interconnected, 
location information is increasingly becoming a recognized need for providing rapid and 
timely information to the mobile workforce. Additionally, the September 11 attack and 
the E911 mandate has spurred the additional interest in location identification needs and 
desire for such services, which result in the number of location identification applications 
growing drastically. With such endorsements, the Hierarchical Positioning System is 
‘wrapped’ in an external considerations layer which drives the architecture development 
process by acknowledging the need to review on past research, the progression and 
current technologies that are currently being utilized, to identify the insufficiency of a 
single technology that is able to cater to the diverse location determination needs. 
7.2.1.2 Lack of a single technology to satisfy location determination needs  
 
 There is currently a distinct lack of a single technology that is able to address the 
diverse location determination needs. With many technologies pulling together to provide 
a better means of location identification, current positioning applications are still not able 
to provide wide coverage and high accuracy simultaneously. In a more distinctive 
explanation, location identification can be for variety of purposes and the precision 





certain level of accuracy and area of service; outdoor verse indoor, as there is no single 
technology that support services of such coverage. Importantly, although previous studies 
have proposed improved techniques to the current technologies, nonetheless each of these 
still encompassed limitations. Thus, the Hierarchical Positioning System has been 
specifically developed to directly address this distinct lack of a single architecture to 
satisfy the diverse localisation needs. 
7.2.1.3 Recognition of Integration Requirements  
 
 Through the review of literature, an understanding was built upon the needs to 
provide a comprehensive solution to satisfy the diverse localization needs. In order to 
gratify the needs of developing an ideal system, 3 main essential requirements were 
identified as main attributions for the selection of positioning technologies to be 
integrated. These main attributes were perceived from the knowledge gathered 
throughout the detailed review of literature on current localization applications, namely 
wide range coverage which includes the coverage of urban to even indoor environment, 
high accuracy depending on the precision requirement and possibly low cost of entry, 
resulting in low barrier of entry for users and developers. The Hierarchical Positioning 
System has been specifically developed, which guided the architecture development 
process by acknowledging, but not restraining to only these attributes.  
7.2.1.4 A limitation beyond the research competency to address 
 
 Through the detailed analysed of selected positioning technologies, which aims to 
identify each of their capabilities and limitations, besides focusing closely on the 
integration requirements, other attributes which affected the development process were 
also acknowledged during the process. While with the best ability to address and 
surmount these technology’s limitations by means of supplementary and complementary 
innovations, it was significantly notable that there is a limitation that is beyond the 
research competency to address. Multi-path, a phenomenon which reflects, refracts and 
scatters signals propagating through the air medium, affects the accuracy of location 





channel, which the transmitted signal arrivals at the receiver from various directions over 
a multiplicity of paths.248 Importantly, the phenomenon of multi-path are currently 
experienced by any positioning technologies transmitting its signal through the air 
medium, including the selected technologies like GPS, assisted-GPS, Cellular Networks, 
WLANs and RFID. Nevertheless, this limitation will not compromise the capability of 
Hierarchical Positioning System to achieve precision based on details congregated from 
the review of literatures. Consideration of this limitation should however be taken into 
when implementing the actual Hierarchical Positioning System 
7.2.1.5 Feasibility and interoperability of Hierarchical Positioning System   
 
 By adopting the use of complementary and supplementary technology 
innovations249, integrating each of these technologies has shown an increase in their 
power manifold,  with the ability to support the diverse location information needs of 
both current and future services Importantly, by understanding that each of the 
positioning technologies critically analysed was initially designed to work alone, the 
whole HPS landscape were decomposed into 3 sub-architecture elements for further re-
analysing of the technical interoperability between these technologies,. The results have 
shed lights on the possibilities and have proven feasible for these technologies to be 
integrated. These significant findings have fulfilled the challenge of this research to 
revealed that the proposed Hierarchical Positioning System is not only theoretical 
feasible, but also technically realistic to be integrated. 
 
7.2.2 Research Contribution 
 
The major contribution of this research project to the topic of interest of precise 
location identification is the development of the Hierarchical Positioning System itself. 
The overall aim of this research project was to constructively add to the body of 
knowledge in respect to the need of a single, comprehensive system to be able to cater to 
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the diverse needs on location determination. This has been achieved by providing this 
research with the logical architecture of an integrated environment. In particular, the 
distinctive feature of the architecture in its presentation of a combination of diagrams and 
illustrated examples of indicative interaction among disparate technologies, as a single 
system which is a major contribution considering the lack of similarly presented 
architecture. Though such integration, the Hierarchical Positioning System has achieved, 
no only overcoming limitations of other positioning technologies, but also providing a 
single environment which are able to cater to the diverse needs, allowing flexibility of 
positioning determination aligned with the different circumstances and service 
requirements. 
 
7.2.3 Future Research 
 
 This research project has focused upon positioning technologies integration 
within the context of precise location identification. Owning to the flexible design of the 
Hierarchical Positioning System, other functionality requirements can be easily 
incorporated within the architecture. A number of similar, yet divergent future research 
streams, either as focal point for further enhancements or as contributing elements can be 
considered. At current, the underlying technologies within the Hierarchical Positioning 
System are considered well established to a certain extent as necessary infrastructure, 
accompanying standards and devices are, or soon to be rolling out. Nevertheless, besides 
the current technologies that are encompassed within the system, promising upcoming 
approaches can be added to the pool of heterogeneous technologies, enhancing the 
benefits of deploying in an integrative location identification environment. One of such 
will be the Galileo system, which is a project by the European Space Agency (ESA)250.  
 
 Galileo, an informal name for the European Navigation Satellite System, which 
promise to offer users to achieve “near pinpoint” geographic positioning when it is fully 
available by 2008. Importantly, the civilian-operated Galileo guaranteed to work with the 
legacy GPS and the Russian’s Global Orbiting Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS) 
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utilising a single receiver.251 This interoperability feature has shown with enormous 
potential to be part of the Hierarchical positioning System. Also, as this system 
guaranteed its availability of services in almost any circumstances, more features which 
are expected to be delivered by this positioning system will also enhance the overall 
competency of the Hierarchical Positioning system when integrated.  
 
  On the other hand, pre-ceding to any economic utilization of consumer’s 
whereabouts in the consumer relationship, crucial issues like coping with the business 
complexity as well as privacy should be considered within the system. As the business 
model for location determination infrastructure depends on costs incurring for providing 
location information, the actual development of Hierarchical Positioning System 
middleware should cover in details different revenue model and cost plans based on the 
current range of localization applications. Also, as location resource requirements of 
some current and future applications could exceed network resources and device 
capabilities, careful planning should be conducted when implementing the System. 
Conversely, by requesting location information of individuals, privacy aspects should be 
enforced to protect this personal information from unintended use. Significantly, the 
Hierarchical Positioning system should allow the concern parties to define privacy rules 
governing the circumstances and allowed parties to request the location.  In conclusion, 
by adopting possible future enhancements, affirmed economic considerations and 
technical design patterns, these will not only reduce the development risk, but also 




An understanding was built on how users have realized the importance of location 
information. Further analysed have indicated that positioning determination in terms of 
need and precision has increased and is still growing. Current technologies that support 
location identification either support long range location with low accuracy, or higher 
accuracy with limited range. Importantly, efforts made to provide new techniques to 







supplement inherent problems by pioneer technologies still encompassed limitations. In 
addition, logical agreements has been established and been placed by many authors and 
researchers which indicated that a system is needed to be designed in order to provide the 
required coverage to cater to the needs of most people. Most significantly, the concept of 
an integrated architecture to address the needs have been proposed by Vashney252 and 
Michael et al,253 however no actual research have been done to further discover the 
potential.  
 
 Conceptual in nature which integrates a variety of positioning technologies, the 
Hierarchical Positioning System has been specifically developed to directly address this 
distinct lack of a single architecture to satisfy the diverse localisation needs. This system 
which uses the complementary and supplementary innovations to provide an integrated 
environment, directly addressed the distinct research gap. Undeniably, integrating each of 
these technologies has shown an increase in their power manifold254, especially in the 
context of precise location identification. The combinations of technologies, deployed as 
a single environment, had proven to address and surmount other technology’s limitations, 
and allow flexibility of positioning identifications aligned with the different 
circumstances and service requirements. Through integration, the proposed Hierarchical 
Positioning has achieved the aim of this research; develop a logical architecture to 
seamlessly provide location information to even local level of details with a single, 
comprehensive solution. 
. 
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